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welcome from dennis ford

Life Science Nation (LSN) is thrilled to be back at the annual healthcare
conference week for our second RESI San Francisco event. It's the largest
RESI conference yet, with over 700 registered attendees, including over 300
early stage global investors!

We're delighted that RESI has garnered this enthusiastic audience during a very busy week
for the life science industry. We've expanded the bandwidth of RESI Partnering in order to
offer more opportunities for RESI attendees to connect with each other face-to-face. By
using the RESI Partnering system to find fellow attendees based on fit, you can find
meeting partners who align with your focus. With that match as a basis, RESI is a venue for
compelling conversations between startups and investors in the life science space.
LSN would like to extend our thanks to the speakers who are participating in RESI's two
Investor Panel tracks, and the presenters of the RESI Workshops. We're very glad that
you're here to share your expertise with the entrepreneurs and investors who attend RESI.
We’d also like to bring your attention to the RESI Innovation Challenge. The RESI
Innovators are showcasing cutting-edge life science technologies in poster displays
throughout the exhibit hall. Inside your RESI badge you’ll find five tokens of RESI Cash you
can use to “invest” in the most promising of these technologies. Take the time to invest
your RESI Cash wisely, and join us at the evening reception as we announce the winners!
Thank you for joining us and making this the biggest RESI yet. We're excited to be here for
the first stop on RESI's 2016 tour. We hope to see you later this year in Houston, Toronto,
and Boston. Until then, enjoy the show!

Sincerely,

Dennis Ford
Founder & CEO, Life Science Nation

LIFE SCIENCE
NATION
Connecting Products, Services & Capital
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resi innovation challenge
- Commandant’s room 10th floor

RESI

Innovation
Challenge

$

100,000
RESI CASH

www.RESIConference.com

We welcome you to participate in
the RESI Innovation Challenge!

The RESI Innovation Challenge is a virtual investment contest, and the investor is you!
As you explore the exhibit hall, you will encounter 30 RESI Innovators showcasing their technology via poster
displays. Along with your RESI attendee badge, you will find five RESI Cash tokens that you can use to 'invest'
in the most promising RESI Innovators. Take a look around this collection of cutting-edge life science
technology, and leave your RESI Cash with the entrepreneurs that most inspire you. The invested capital will
be tallied up and the top three winners will be awarded during the cocktail reception at the end of the day.
Winners will be featured in the Life Science Nation (LSN) newsletter with readership of 20,000.
• First
Complimentary
to 3 RESI Conference Series events of your choice (2 tickets per event)
LSNPrize:
Investor
Platform fortickets
a year.
• Second Prize: Complimentary tickets to 2 RESI Conference Series events of your choice (2 tickets per event)
• Third Prize: Complimentary tickets to 1 RESI Conference Series event of your choice (2 tickets)
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Easel 1 - 8

Vicus Therapeutics is a clinical-stage immuno-oncology company developing neuro-immune-modulators (“NIMs”) as
combination therapies for pancreatic and other solid cancers. Our lead NIM asset, VT-122, is a chrono-formulation of
etodolac and propranolol. VT-122 modulates beta adrenergic, peptidergic and prostaglandin signaling cascades to
damp tumor promoting inflammation and restore immune surveillance. Unlike other immune modulators, VT-122 also
improves treatment tolerance. Proof-of-concept has been demonstrated in one Phase 2 and two cohort studies of
advanced pancreatic and liver cancers. In 2016, VT-122 will be evaluated as a combination therapeutic in a Phase 2/3
clinical trial for metastatic pancreatic cancer, an indication for which VT-122 was granted an Orphan Drug designation,
and as a neo-adjuvant/adjuvant therapeutic in a Phase 2 clinical trial for ovarian cancer.
The surgeon’s lack of tactile feedback during minimally invasive laparoscopic and robotic surgery leads to difficulty in
safely visualizing and manipulating blood vessels, ureters, and bile ducts. Briteseed combats this problem by building
smart surgical tools using low-cost optical technology to non-invasively visualize both between and near the jaws of a
surgical tool in real time. This combination hardware and software solution is flexible enough to be seamlessly integrated
into a spectrum of surgical tools. These smart tools will provide imaging and diagnostic capabilities without interrupting
surgical workflow, increasing user adoption. By raising the quality and decreasing overall cost of care, Briteseed provides
value to surgeons and the hospital administrations that support them.
NuvOx Pharma is developing a platform of drugs that increase the blood's oxygen carrying capacity and decrease tissue
hypoxia. The company has pre-clinical data showing improved outcomes in oncology, sickle cell crisis, stroke, and several
other life-threatening indications. A Phase 1b clinical trial is in progress for the first indication, oncology. A Series A-2
round is currently open.
Immunophotonics is developing inCVAX, an in situ autologous cancer vaccine that uses whole tumor cells as the source
of antigens from individual patients without ex-vivo preparations. inCVAX utilizes a two injection procedure into one or
more tumors: The first injection is an optical fiber (coupled to a laser) that heats a portion of the tumor to induce
immunogenic cell death and tumor antigen release. The second injection is our experimental drug, a proprietary
synthesized carbohydrate polymer, intended to activate antigen-presenting cells, potentially triggering a systemic
anti-tumor immune response. During a first-in-human clinical trial, several patients experienced shrinkage of local tumors
and distant metastases with a favorable safety profile – in some cases this led to a complete response.
Accel Diagnostics is developing novel point-of care, smartphone-enabled, diagnostic products addressing the medical
need of rapid and accurate diagnostic and monitoring solutions for the growing chronic patients – in primary cares and
homes. AccelDx’s proprietary technology, pScreen™, enables doctors and patients to perform lab-quality biomarker
blood-based diagnostic tests anytime, anywhere. pScreen™ is transforming the diagnostics paradigm, by bringing
significant advantages in terms of simplicity, time to result, care delivery, and cost. The technology is the first
reader-free, smartphone-enable, blood diagnostic platform. The entire test is disposable, the sized of a credit card,
self-contained, easy to use while providing great sensitivity and accuracy. AccelDx’s first product for diagnosis of heart
failure patients is entering the pilot phase at three leading institutes, including UMPC, in Pittsburgh, for an untapped
market opportunity of $1.3+B.
GigaGen is a South San Francisco biopharmaceutical company driven by the desire to improve outcomes for patients
with severe disease. Our science captures the genetic make-up of the entire human immune repertoire to identify and
replicate naturally occurring antibodies and T cell receptors and discover novel therapeutics. We copy, exactly, what the
body does naturally. GigaGen is developing the first recombinant form of intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) for patients
with primary immune deficiency by capturing the immune repertoires from thousands of individuals as DNA and
re-expressing naturally occurring antibodies as millions-diverse antibody therapies.
SolaranRx, Inc. is an emerging growth company developing a new class of therapies and companion imaging agents
for the treatment of metastatic melanoma. SolaranRx precisely targets deadly melanoma tumors with a radiolabeled
peptide, offering unique therapeutic potential with minimal side effects. Our novel peptide technology shows highly
specific binding to melanoma enabling physicians to identify patients for treatment, deliver targeted radiation to
melanoma tumors and visualize patient response. SolaranRx is focused on developing its lead product (SRX-1177),
which has led to Orphan Drug designation by the FDA based on compelling pre-clinical evidence. SolaranRx is
strongly differentiated in the projected $5.6 billion global melanoma drug market by offering a distinctive mechanism
of action that avoids the shortcomings of current therapies.
Based in Southern California, Meditope Biosciences is a biotechnology company developing antibody-based
therapeutics using its proprietary SnAP (Site-specific novel Antibody Platform) technology to create safer, more
efficacious, lower cost antibody-drug conjugates for oncology. Meditope’s SnAP technology leverages a naturally
occurring space in an antibody by carving it into a binding site to yield a powerful technology platform that transforms
antibodies into a "Lego-like" system that allows for nearly anything imaginable to be easily, consistently, and
controllably attached to any antibody. Meditope is seeking approximately $20MM to advance its lead antibody
candidate into the clinic.
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resi innovators

Easel 9 - 16

FLAG Therapeutics, Inc. is an oncology company developing two novel small molecule platforms with bi-functional
mechanisms of action. FLAG’s lead program is an anti-angiogenic/antitubulin (AA/AT) compound that crosses the blood
brain barrier (BBB) and has been shown to be effective in treating brain cancers. This compound is orally active, has
completed pre-clinical development and is positioned to enter a Phase I clinical trial in 6 months. The AA/AT platforms
is effective in any highly vascularized (brain, lung, triple negative breast) tumors. The second platform has selective
uptake into cancer cells expressive the folate receptor alpha and are being developed to treat kidney cancers. All
compounds are well patented and applicable for orphan drug designation.
Fibralign produces advanced biomedical devices targeted at unmet needs in regenerative medicine, using its patented
Nanoweave™ 3D scaffolding technology. Its first product, BioBridge™, is a thread-like device designed to treat patients
suffering from secondary lymphedema. The World Health Organization estimates that over 15 million people suffer from
cancer-related lymphedema. This chronic disease currently has no cure and causes long-term physical, psychological,
and social problems for patients, significantly impacting quality of life. While this represents a unique and significant
initial market, BioBridge has significant follow on product opportunities for treating ischemia, cell/drug delivery and
gene therapy (mmRNA). Fibralign won the 2014 Medtech Innovator award, placing first out of 267 startups.
ClearSight LLC is commercializing a novel intraocular lens (IOL), the ClearSight IOL, designed to prevent clouding of
the lens known as posterior capsular opacification (PCO). PCO is the most frequent surgical complications from cataract
surgery, occurring in 25% of patients and costing the U.S. healthcare system $350 million/year. Animal data
demonstrates that the ClearSight IOL reduces PCO by 100% in a rabbit model, due to the patent-protected ClearSight
IOL design and the addition of a novel microscopic surface texture to prevent cell migration that leads to clouding of
the lens. IOLs represent a $1.1 billion U.S. market and $3.7 billion global market.
The diabetes epidemic, and the devastating complications (kidney failure, blindness, cardiovascular disease) that
accompany it, have created an unprecedented worldwide medical crisis. Until now, physicians have been unable to
predict which patients are most likely to develop these complications, and hence are unable to tailor medical treatment
to their specific individual needs. Using proprietary methods, we identify specific biomarkers, Advanced Glycation End
Products (AGEs) or Oxidative Products (OPs), which predict an individual’s risk for specific complications. PreventAGE’s
technology changes the current paradigm to fundamentally improve the care of patients with diabetes by providing
precise, actionable information well before symptoms appear.
Eve Medical is a Toronto-based medical device company dedicated to improving women’s health. Eve's core product
HerSwab™ makes it easy for women to collect their own samples at home or in clinic to test for common infections
that cause cervical cancer, pelvic inflammatory disease and infertility. This saves time, provides privacy and minimizes
invasiveness. By reduce barriers to screening, and improving compliance, Eve Medical and HerSwab™ can empower
under-served women, improve the reach of existing programs, increase test volumes, and reduce costs for healthcare
systems.
HeadSense Medical is an early stage company operating in both the U.S. and Israel, developing a platform for a
multi-parameter non-invasive brain monitor. HeadSense’s first product is a validated and CE Mark approved
non-invasive ICP monitor. The company is currently developing additional applications for cerebral vasospasm
diagnosis, concussion diagnosis, TBI severity quantification, and others. Currently, HeadSense is conducting a multitude
of studies at top hospitals in the United States. FDA approval is expected during 2016. The device contains a
disposable unit that resembles a headset. A generated acoustic signal is emitted from the ear, travels through the skull
and is received in the other ear by a sensor. The signal is analyzed using advanced proprietary signal processing
algorithms. HeadSense is actively seeking investors to join its B’ round.
Madison Vaccines Incorporated (MVI) is developing two distinct plasmid DNA vaccines to treat prostate cancer patients
throughout critical stages of their disease. MVI-816 is a PAP-targeting DNA vaccine progressing in a multi-site Phase 2
clinical trial in non-metastatic, biochemically recurrent prostate cancer. MVI-816 is also in a Phase 1/2 clinical trial in
combination with Keytruda, in men with metastatic, castrate-resistant prostate cancer. MVI-118, a unique
immunotherapy targeting the human androgen receptor (AR), is in a Phase 1 clinical trial, in patients with metastatic
prostate cancer who are initiating androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). This vaccine is being explored for its potential
to prolong disease control by inducing an immune response to AR-overexpressing cells that ultimately emerge and
cause resistance to ADT.
Conceptualiz is the mobile app software company for image viewing, planning and fabrication. Ossa 3-D Surgical
Planning & Implant Design is a disruptive mobile software that allows medical experts to rapidly design and 3-D print
implants. Our powerful unique patented sketch and sculpt mesh technology provides perfect implant fit and a quick
and easy-to-use CAD drawing tool for surgeons. Our promise is to provide the orthopedic industry with the safest and
most efficient way to produce personalised implants. Conceptualiz is seeking $1m seed stage equity investment.
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Easel 17 - 23

KalGene Pharmaceuticals is developing a best-in-class Alzheimer’s disease-modifying therapeutic to fundamentally
improve patient survival and quality of life. KalGene’s biologic drug is based on the combination of a naturally-occurring
amyloid-binding peptide and an active blood-brain barrier carrier. Based on strong results treating transgenic animal
models of the disease, KalGene is preparing for GMP manufacturing for phase 1 trials in collaboration with the National
Research Council of Canada and researchers at the McGill Centre for Studies in Aging.

Orphagen addresses the pharmaceutical industry's need for new classes of drug. Our strength is to find and characterize
small molecules to novel drug targets, so-called orphan receptors. We have a successful industry partnership in
autoimmune disease based on a first-mover position at the receptor ROR-gamma. Orphagen has additional proprietary
target programs, in oncology, immuno-oncology and blood disorders such as sickle cell disease. We have the first
potent and effective antagonists to steroidogenic factor-1 (SF-1), with applications to a rare pediatric cancer, to a subset
of advanced prostate cancer, and Cushing’s syndrome.

dBMEDx is a commercial stage medical device company that is creating clinical decision and patient monitoring devices
using our patented, non-invasive 3D scanning technology. The company has created and patented technology that is
capable of viewing and automatically measuring internal structures in the body and had successfully commercialized this
technology in our first product, the BBS Revolution™ bladder scanner. This product is FDA cleared and CE marked and
is currently being sold to hospitals and urology offices in the US. The company is also developing additional products
based upon our 3D scanning technology for diagnosis and triage in the setting of trauma, sepsis, traumatic brain injury
and solid tumors.

Sensulin is developing next-generation insulin for type 1 and type 2 diabetes, which may provide a patient’s entire daily
insulin need via a single dose taken with breakfast (instead of 4-8 daily injections). Sensulin could make basal and
prandial insulin obsolete ($24B market in 2015, $48B in 2020), reduce the need for monitoring, greatly improve the
standard of care, and solve one of the largest unmet medical needs in all of healthcare. Most importantly, Sensulin will
give patients a chance at a normal life.

NX Development Corporation (NXDC) is a privately held commercial stage biotech developing Gliolan, an oral
fluorescent drug that lights up malignant brain tumors (specificity > 90%) during the surgical procedure. The enhanced
visualize improves tumor removal aligning interests with glioblastoma therapies. NXDC has secured Orphan Designation
and Fast Track Award along with exclusive US rights for Gliolan previously approved in 34 countries with 58,000 patients
treated demonstrating robust safety and utility. Cumulative revenues may achieve $400M with broad adoption over the
7-year exclusive market period. FDA market approval is expected in H2 2016. The company seeks to raise an additional
$3M (Series A2) to expand market penetration of Gliolan.

Novel processed platelets for numerous therapeutic applications. Cambium’s first approved therapy will be Elate Ocular
™ biologic eye drop for dry eye syndrome. Unlike ~14 other failures to gain FDA approval for dry eye since 2003 via
single a.i. therapies, Elate Ocular contains 20+ nutritive/regenerative components found in healthy tear film. Think of
Elate Ocular as a standardized, commercialized, cGMP manufactured, allogeneic version of autologous serum
drops—the latter long proven safe & effective for dry eye but relegated to niche/end stage status due to inherent
limitations. Elate Ocular also provides enriched—not equivalent levels of these key components, and addresses serum
drops’ inherent limitations. Cambium seeks a $5M Series A to initiate Ph I/II trials in early 2016.

Armour Therapeutics is a biopharmaceutical company that has developed a first-in-class anti-hormonal therapy for
androgen-independent prostate cancer. AT-001, a relaxin hormone receptor antagonist, offers the potential for patients
to continue hormone therapy well beyond the point where tumors become insensitive or refractory to traditional and
second-generation anti-androgen therapeutic strategies, impairing tumor growth and prolonging survival. With AT-001’s
mechanism-of-action characterized, efficacy proven in androgen-independent animal models, small/mid-scale
manufacturing optimized, key patents issued (and more filed), and independent third-party validation, Armour is ready
to commence its IND-enabling studies toward a Phase 1. Given relaxin’s role in the female reproductive system, AT-001
is also being developed for breast and ovarian cancers.
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Easel 24 - 30

Amal Therapeutics SA is a spin-off from the University of Geneva active in cancer immunotherapy. Amal has developed a
unique protein-based immunization platform providing activation signal to dendritic cells simultaneously to priming
both helper and killer cells for various antigens and HLA restrictions. This first-in-class platform is offering the
opportunity to develop standardized and indication-tailored active immunotherapies. Full proof-of-concept has been
established in various murine tumor models including combination with immune checkpoint modulators. Amal
Therapeutics has a strong IP position with a portfolio of six patent applications and one US-granted patent. Amal is
seeking for new investors to join BIVF and the HTGF in a $ 12M Series A to fund clinical development of its lead product
for colorectal cancer.
Artery Therapeutics, Inc. is a pre-clinical stage translational biotechnology company head-quartered in the San
Francisco-Bay area, developing effective treatments for neurodegenerative diseases and metabolic diseases. ARTERY’s
novel peptides are derived from apolipoprotein E (ApoE) and targeting ABCA transporters. Cogpep has shown to
completely counteract ApoE4 driven Alzheimer’s disease by normalizing brain phenotype and cognition. Dipep has
anti-diabetic actions (insulin-sensitizing and glucose control) and anti-atherosclerosis effects. The IP estate is licensed
from University of California. Pharmacology studies are conducted in collaboration with experts around the world. Both
Cogpep and Dipep programs are IND ready and can enter phase 1 clinical trials within 12 month.
Novian Health has developed Novilase®, a laser-based system to destroy tumors. Winner of 2014 Frost & Sullivan Early
Stage Breast Cancer Treatment Device Innovation Leader Award, it is suitable for 1 million patients who have a
lumpectomy each year in U.S. and Europe. Patients will benefit from quicker recovery, better health-related quality of life
outcomes, superior cosmesis and lower retreatment rate than surgery. Company has:
• robust IP
• 510(k) for treatment of benign breast tumors
• completed Phase II study in U.S. & UK
• filed for a CE Mark.
To reach this $2 billion market, Novian is raising a Series B $20 million private placement which will enable a
multinational pivotal trial, early commercialization in Europe and filing for FDA approval."
Everyone you know will have had a ‘Planar X-ray’, be it dental or medical. Adaptix will transform this clinical diagnostic
device to make it lower cost, truly portable, safer and 3D. Based at Harwell Oxford, the UK’s premier Science Campus,
Adaptix is deploying space heritage technology to disrupt the existing >$8n equipment market for “portable X-ray and
CT Scan devices”. Based on proxy products the current Total Addressable Market is $2.6bn at wholesale price. If - like
ultrasound – true portability grows the market it could be significantly greater. Adaptix is seeking further funding to
extend existing OEM relationships and enable a clinical trial at a major teaching hospital.
Colby Pharmaceutical Company’s CancerVacs product candidates activate patients’ anti-tumor immunity in vivo by
administering monoclonal antibody, dendritic cell and cytokine immunotherapeutics directly in patients’ lymph nodes,
thus enabling metastatic patients to mount long-term clinical immune responses to their own tumors. Currently, there is
no effective treatment or cure for disseminated follicular lymphoma and certain other metastatic solid cancers, including
melanomas, carcinomas and gliomas. Phase 2 clinical trials with sequential intralymphnode immunotherapeutics in
metastatic patients directly result in tumor specific cytotoxic T-cell anti-cancer immune responses, tumor regressions and
complete remissions, including patients who have now been tumor free for 5-6 years post immunotherapy treatment.
We are seeking to secure significant investments from sophisticated investors and partners for Phase 2/3 clinical trials.

Propagenix Inc. is a preclinical-stage biotechnology company utilizing its proprietary Conditional Replication (CR)
cellular technology to advance cell therapy programs related to diseases of significant unmet medical need. Of
particular focus are regenerative medicine programs related to islet β-cell transplantation for T1D, and airway
recellularization for respiratory system injury and disease. The Company has established multiple collaborative research
projects with academic disease area experts, as well as pharma and biotech therapeutic program teams to build
application-specific knowledge around the CR technology.
Using patented optoacoustic technology, the experienced team of life science innovators and medical engineers at
Noninvasix, Inc. have developed an elegant solution for the safe, accurate and noninvasive monitoring of fetal welfare
during labor and delivery. In collaboration with obstetricians at University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston,
Noninvasix designed a small fetal sensor that uses pulsed laser light to produce an acoustic wave response, which
accurately measures the baby’s brain oxygenation levels. In addition to the reduced incidence of unnecessary cesarean
sections, this first-in-class optoacoustic monitoring technology is expected to reduce the risk of severe neonatal
morbidity including cerebral palsy.
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The RESI Conference Series offers fundraising CEOs an opportunity to meet early
stage investors that are a fit for their sector four times every year.

Use the discount code LSNRESI2016 for $100 off of your RESI 2016 registration.
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because a great idea

Can come from
anywhere
but a cool place helps

Named one of the “coolest Bay Area offices”
by the San Francisco Business Times.
A new approach to advancing early-stage innovation Johnson & Johnson Innovation is
positioned at the heart of the world’s most creative science hubs. We contribute to the
life sciences ecosystem by being an integral member of regional scientific communities
and taking a new approach to partnering to advance early-stage innovation.
OUR GOAL: Translate cutting edge ideas into healthcare solutions for patients.

Together we can transform patient care.
WWW.JLABS.JNJINNOVATION.COM | @JNJINNOVATION

© Johnson & Johnson Innovation LLC 2016.

Morley Research Consortium (MRC), a dedicated full service contract research
organization (CRO) helps early to mid-stage medical device/biotech companies
achieve their goals in getting products to commercialization. Our focus is different
than most CROs since we only work with companies that are early to mid-stage
who require regulatory planning and implementation (medical device and biotech),
as well as, phase I – post marketing clinical trials.
MRC also currently works with venture capital, angel networks, and foundations to
help screen new opportunities that align with funding criteria.
Having a solid clinical pathway and partner to bring your product to market is vital
to your organization’s success. Look no further than MRC to turn the idea into
reality.

404-891-1750 | morleyresearchconsortium.com
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TABLE 1 - 9

Innovation In Medtech, LLC is the pre-eminent source of market information and analysis to the under-served medical
technology industry. Company co-founders, David Cassak and Stephen Levin, are well-respected medical device
industry writers and speakers who together have over 50 years of combined experience covering the device space.
Together with a seasoned team including the most experienced writers in the device industry, through Innovation In
Medtech’s well-respected twice-monthly publication, The MedTech Strategist, launched in September 2014, as well
as a top-tier medical technology investment conference series, Cassak and Levin are focused on providing
unparalleled analyses on how innovation plays out in all its various forms in the global medical device arena.
The Washington Biotechnology & Biomedical Association (WBBA), the trade association for life sciences in
Washington, supports over 650 member companies through advocacy, economic development, and
commercialization support. WINGS, the Washington Medical Technology Angel Network, was founded by WBBA in
2010 to facilitate seed and early stage investments for medical technology companies. WBBA and WINGS are
recognized as key conveners for the life science industry; we provide advice, capital and connections to hundreds of
early stage companies in all sub-sectors of life sciences.
Circuport Inc. introduces the first new hemodialysis treatment since the 1960’s – No more catheters! Hemodialysis
patients can have, for the first time, repeated access to flowing blood without injury to the cardiovascular system. It
saves lives, improves patient outcomes, and reduces costs. The company’s Vascular Access Portal System provides
both immediate access as well as long-term access to blood without the use of catheters, and dramatically improves
dialysis treatment efficiency by eliminating recirculation through the use of two implanted ports (not near each other)
and a customized needle set. A self-sealing portal system eliminates the usual 20-minute puncture site compression
following needle withdrawal. The early stage company seeks $11M capital funding to conduct clinical trials for the
European and USA markets.
GBBC provides services analyzing business operations of potential and existing investments made by investors in life
science companies. The range of services start at the due diligence process of a potential investment opportunity
through the management of investments leading to a successful exit strategy. GBBC provides insight into key
functions of a medical device and biopharmaceutical startup and early growth stage businesses. The insight will
assess a valuation for a business and optimize business operations to meet investor and company financial goals.
Created in 1979 by the healthcare technology industry, Medmarc’s purpose is to be the superior provider of liability
insurance and related risk management solutions and to support the development, testing and delivery of products
that save lives and improve the quality of life. Through our strategic alliances with The Hartford and clinical trial
industry experts, we offer tailored insurance protection specifically designed for the broad spectrum of needs of the
medical technology and life sciences industry. From ideas and prototypes to the reality of commercialization and
success – We can Meet Your Changing Needs.
Morley Research Consortium (MRC) is a full service Contract Research Organization working primarily with early to
mid-stage medical device and biotech/pharma companies on Phase I to Post-Market clinical trials. MRC offers
companies currently seeking investment opportunities from funding sources no-cost preliminary evaluations on
budgets and timelines needed for commercialization. MRC works with our extensive network of domestic and
international clinical sites in over twenty four disciplines to ensure compliant, cost-effective, and timely studies.
Positioned as a leader in clinical trials for early and mid-stage companies, MRC conducts clinical trials that satisfy all
FDA requirements. When looking for a partner in all regulatory and clinical trial work, look no further than MRC.
Dymedex Consulting is dedicated to the development and application of thought-leading market Dymedex
Consulting is dedicated to the development and application of thought-leading market development concepts and
tools. We provide a rigorous, measurement-based approach proven to accelerate adoption by uncovering the most
effective path to ‘standard of care.’ Our tools help unlock medical technology revenue growth for new ventures and
established market leaders.
McDermott Will & Emery is a premier international law firm with a diversified business practice. Established in 1934
as a tax practice in Chicago, Illinois, we have offices in Boston, Brussels, Chicago, Dallas, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt,
Houston, London, Los Angeles, Miami, Milan, Munich, New York, Orange County, Paris, Rome, Seoul, Silicon Valley
and Washington, D.C. McDermott has 80 years of serving a broad range of client interests. Our Life Sciences Industry
Group is composed of 135 professionals, 60 with advanced science degrees and many others with government and
industry experience, working across 19 offices around the world. With insights drawn from the only health practice
ranked Tier 1 nationally by Chambers USA and our global reach, we deliver integrated business solutions to our
clients, bringing the required experience from our leading tax, health, intellectual property, antitrust and regulatory
practices to solve our client’s challenges.
California Life Sciences Association (CLSA) is the leading voice for California’s life sciences sector. We work closely
with industry, government, academia and other stakeholders to shape public policy, drive business solutions and
grow California’s life sciences innovation ecosystem. CLSA serves over 750 biotechnology, pharmaceutical, medical
device, and diagnostics companies, research universities and institutes, investors and service providers. CLSA was
founded in 2015 when the Bay Area Bioscience Association (BayBio) and the California Healthcare Institute (CHI)
merged to create the state’s most influential life sciences advocacy and business leadership organization.
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EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TABLE 10 - 18

Mass Innovation Labs embodies an engaged ecosystem of innovators in its 124,000 sq.ft. first-class chemistry and
biology space in the heart of Kendall Square. We provide comprehensive solutions for growing companies, including
on-site Charles River Labs CRADL animal facilities, co-located CRO services and inclusive and fully supported safety,
operational & IT infrastructure. Our objective is to reduce the time for teams to achieve milestones. And, we have a
proven track record. Our space offers a collaborative ecosystem that allows a company to run as a lean organization
and focus on the science with expert drug development partners down the hall. With a unique flexibility of space,
service offering, and knowledgeable support staff, we enable rapid expansion for teams of 1 to 200. At Mass
Innovation Labs, we enable you to innovate like a start-up while commercializing like a pharma.
Rejuvenation Research, published by Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., provides cutting-edge research on rejuvenation
therapies in the laboratory and clinic. The Journal delivers the latest information on the molecular and cellular
mechanisms necessary for these therapeutic approaches to be most effective, and provides key explorations and
advances that may ultimately contribute to slowing or reversing the aging process. Rejuvenation Research coverage
includes cardiovascular aging, cell immortalization and senescence, cloning/ESCs, DNA damage/repair, gene
targeting, gene therapy, and genomics, growth factors, immunology, invertebrate lifespan, neurodegeneration, tissue
engineering, public policy and social context. Rejuvenation Research is under the editorial leadership of
Editor-in-Chief Aubrey D.N.J. de Grey, SENS Foundation, and other leading investigators.
Big3Bio provides complete coverage of news, events, jobs and more in the life science industry’s “Big 3” hubs –
Boston, the San Francisco Bay Area and San Diego. This is provided via our daily newsletters (Big3Bio:Boston,
Big3Bio:San Diego, and Big3Bio:SFBay), each newsletter’s website, our social media channels and our media partners.
Our mission is to keep you up to date with the latest industry information in each region by researching thousands of
sources every day, and sharing that comprehensive coverage to you and other subscribers and supporters.
The Chinese American Biopharmaceutical Society (CABS) is a non-profit organization for professionals in the
biopharmaceuticals and life sciences industry, headquartered in San Francisco, California. We have over 2,000
members and participants. While many of our members are located in the San Francisco Bay Area, we also have
members in other parts of the U.S. and in Pacific Rim countries including China, Taiwan and Singapore. The majority
of our members are scientists working in the life sciences industry, at universities and research institutions, but we also
have a strong presence of professionals from management consultancies, contract research organizations, legal,
finance and venture capital fields that are focused on life sciences.
Boston Innovation Capital (BIC) is an advisory firm that was spun out of Life Science Nation (LSN) in 2014 to address
an unmet need among early stage scientist-entrepreneurs for tactical, hands-on assistance in packaging management
teams and technologies, and executing fundraising campaigns. Traditionally, there are two alternative paths that can
be used to address early-stage fundraising needs for life science companies; hire an internal business development
executive at a cost of $150k -$250K annually, or find a small-tier investment bank that would be willing to undertake
their financing. Boston Innovation Capital was created as a new, more effective and flexible solution to provide this
global outreach service, and help new life science technologies take the next step towards the market by augmenting
management teams’ outbound campaign initiatives.
Life Science Nation (LSN) accelerates fundraising using its matching platform to create highly compatible relationships
between early stage scientists/ entrepreneurs and emerging technology investors. LSN researches and curates market
intelligence on two industry sectors: The first is emerging biotech and medtech companies, which by their ephemeral
nature are challenging to find and track. Second, LSN tracks ten categories of early stage life science investors and
identifies who is filling the void left by venture capital. LSN owns and operates the Redefining Early Stage Investments
(RESI) Conference series, which brings together global biotech and medtech companies with early stage investors.
AdvaMed 2016 is the leading MedTech Conference in North America, bringing more than 1,000 companies together
in a uniquely multifaceted environment for business development, capital formation, innovative technology
showcasing, world-class educational opportunities and networking. An event rich in international flavor and featuring
a deep, diverse attendee list that includes influential policy-makers, business executives and media, AdvaMed 2016
seeks to advance industry discussion from key perspectives through detailed panel sessions, executive forums and
more. It is a “must-attend” event for any MedTech company. Whatever your goals may be, you are sure to
accomplish, and even surpass them, at AdvaMed 2016.

WuXi’s Dream

Venture Valuation specializes in independent assessments and valuations of companies in high-growth markets, such
as biotechnology, life sciences and medical technology. Venture Valuation offers independent company valuations for
fund raising as well as product valuations for licensing deals.
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AZBio is a not-for-profit, 501 (c) 6 trade association promoting the growth of Arizona bioscience companies. The
Association is comprised of Member organizations in business, research and education, economic development,
government, and other professions involved in the biosciences. As the unified voice of the bioscience industry in
employees
globally
sq.grow
ft. of lab
Arizona,
AZBio strives to make Arizona a place where bioscience organizations can
andand
succeed. We
accomplish this by creating a forum for the bioscience worldwide
community to join together to engage, connect and
collaborate, educating policy makers and the public about the benefits of our industry to the community and
advancing the economic interests of individual organizations as well as the sector as a whole.

EXHIBITING COMPANIES

TABLE 19 - 25

Kineta®, Inc., founded in 2007 by Drs. Charles Magness and Shawn Iadonato, is a biotechnology company focused on
the development of new and novel therapeutic drug candidates. We are currently focused on autoimmune, antiviral
and pain. Our lead drug, dalazatide, is phase II ready. We have a progressive business model aimed at accelerating
advancement of novel medicines to benefit patients and investors more quickly than traditional models. Kineta’s
corporate strategy is to discover novel compounds, advance them through Phase I of the development process and
then partner with larger biopharmaceutical companies to conduct late stage development and commercialization.
KPI Therapeutics (“KPI”) is a corporate development and funding consortium made up of Kineta, Inc. and several of its
key strategic development partners. KPI’s operating model uses an asset-centric model, where each drug candidate
family is separately developed and commercialized with our development and commercialization partners.

The Small Biotechnology Business Coalition (SBBC) is an advocacy organization for America’s small, innovative
biotechnology and medical device companies. We advocate for government programs and policies that help small
bio-tech firms bring innovative products and technologies to market, thereby creating sustainable economic and job
growth, curing or mitigating many diseases, and ultimately reducing health care costs.

Biocom is a member driven organization providing unmatched opportunities and resources to help life science
companies and their employees fulfill their business goals and improve life through advancements in health, energy
and agriculture. Biocom offers member companies meaningful access to the influential drivers propelling the industry
forward across all major life science sectors, including biotechnology, pharmaceutical, diagnostic, medical device,
connected health, agriculture and bio-renewable energy. As a company's most valuable and trusted partner, Biocom
provides a tremendous range of initiatives and programs in public policy, capital development, group savings,
professional network building and talent development. Biocom serves Southern California, a region offering the
perfect climate for life science innovation because of its uniquely collaborative spirit, high concentration of
world-class research institutions and its strong foundation for new company creation and development.

American Research Capital, LLC (ARC) provides structured lending to companies performing work under grants and
contracts sponsored by governmental payers such as the National Institutes of Health, Department of Defense, and
other agencies. ARC delivers a working capital credit line for reimbursable expenditures designed to fit the needs of
research, helping your company “bridge the gap” between spending on research activities and reimbursement from
the payer. Financing from ARC accelerates your development timeline so you can achieve milestones faster, improve
free cash flow through faster contract reimbursement, and retain more ownership and control of your company by
reducing the amount of equity capital you need to raise. ARC – Financing Designed for Research.

Arxspan provides superior cloud-based solutions to meet the scientific data management needs of leading life
sciences companies globally. Arxspan offers a suite of web-based informatics applications, including electronic
laboratory notebook (ELN), chemical/biological registration, assay registration, inventory management, and decision
support for project-based research & development data management and collaboration. Users can track internal
research, manage incoming CRO data, and integrate Arxspan’s web-based, platform-independent user interface with
existing enterprise knowledge management tools. Arxspan is expert at developing and hosting robust, secure, and
21 CFR Part 11 compliant web-based scientific software application systems, making Arxspan an ideal hosting partner
for research, intellectual property, and other proprietary and confidential data. For more information, please visit our
website at www.arxspan.com.

Preclinical Medevice Innovations (PMI) is a leader in preclinical medical device contract research with over 25 years of
experience in experimental surgery. With four surgical suites and imaging equipment including a cath lab, c-arms,
ultrasound, endo and lap towers, PMI is fully equipped to handle all of your study needs from research and
development to non-GLP and GLP. We take a collaborative approach with our clients understanding the complexities
of research and the unique needs of individual companies.
WuXi AppTec is a leading open-access R&D capability and technology platform company serving the pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, and medical device industries, with operations in China and the US. As a research-driven and
customer-focused company, WuXi provides pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device companies with a
broad and integrated portfolio of laboratory and manufacturing services throughout the drug and medical device
R&D process. WuXi AppTec’s services are designed to help its global partners in shortening the cycle and lowering
the cost of R&D. WuXi is also building a platform to provide clinical diagnostic and genomic services directly to
physicians and their patients globally.
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Moderator & Panelists
• Karl Handelsman, Founder, Codon Capital M
• Amit Kumar, Member, Band of Angels
• Eric Evans, Executive Committee, Mass Medical Angels
• John Reppas, Chair, Life Science Angels
• Nola Masterson, Managing Partner, Science Futures
• Edward Hu, CFO & CIO, WuXi AppTec M
• Carolyn Green, Executive Director, Strategic Investments, Pfizer
• Geeta Vemuri, Vice President, Head, Baxalta Ventures
• Hakan Goker, Senior Investment Director, MS Ventures
• Ilan Zipkin, Senior Investment Director, Takeda Ventures
• Kevin Lynch, Vice President, Scientific Assessment, AbbVie M
• Jason Coloma, Head of Oncology & Cancer Immunology Partnering, Roche
• Lesley Stolz, Senior Director of Transactions, Johnson & Johnson Innovation
• Marc Schwabish, US Head, Pharma Business Development & Licensing, Bayer
• Tomas Landh, Vice President, Strategy & Innovation Sourcing, Novo Nordisk
• Dennis Purcell, Founder & Senior Advisor, Aisling Capital M
• Brent Ahrens, General Partner, Canaan Partners
• Christopher Haskell, Head, US Science Hub, Bayer Pharmaceuticals
• Neil Littman, General Partner, CIRM
• Shelley Chu, Partner, Abingworth
• Christopher de Souza, Director, Broadview Ventures M
• Daniel Smith, VP of Innovative Technologies, Autism Speaks
• Lindy Fishburne, Executive Director, Breakout Labs
• Patricia Zilliox, Chief Drug Development Officer, Foundation Fighting Blindness
• Rachel Rimsky, Associate Director, Research Partnerships, Michael J. Fox Foundation
• Lisa Rhoads, Managing Director, Easton Capital M
• Christine De Los Reyes, VP of Strategic Planning & BD, Alopexx Enterprises
• Jayson Rieger, SVP of Business Development & Portfolio Management, PBM Capital
• Jim Mellon, Chairman & Founder, Mann BioInvest
• Rick Jones, Director, Broadview Ventures
• Peter Young, Executive-in-Residence, Pappas Venture M
• Christy Shaffer, General Partner, Hatteras Venture Partners
• Ken Kengatharan, Co-Founder and President, Atheneos Capital
• Stephen Knight, Managing Partner, F-Prime Capital
• Vered Bisker-Leib, Chief Business Officer, Cydan
• Weiyong Sun, Senior Director, External Scientific Affairs, Daiichi Sankyo Group
• Damien Lim, Co-Founder & General Partner, BioVeda Capital
• Jimmy Lu, Managing Director, WI Harper Group
• Judith Li, Partner, Lilly Asia Ventures
• Nisa Leung, Managing Partner, Healthcare, Qiming Venture Partners

M
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The RESI Conference Series offers fundraising CEOs an opportunity to meet early
stage investors that are a fit for their sector four times every year.

Use the discount code LSNRESI2016 for $100 off of your RESI 2016 registration.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
INTRODUCING
CRADL
™ -2016
JANUARY
12,
THE CHARLES RIVER ACCELERATOR AND DEVELOPMENT LAB

Houston, tx
april 11, 2016

TheCharles River Accelerator and Development Labreceive the best in care in secure, modern, compliant
(CRADL™) is our new option providing turnkey vivarium
facilities. CRADL™ is the optimum space for our clients
rental space in Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA. This
to launch or expand their business, with the added
centrally-located laboratory allows clients to invest in
their research projects instead of infrastructure, without
of integrated drug discovery resources.
compromising on the quality of their workspace or
equipment. Managed by our skilled technicians, animals
For more information, visit us at www.criver.com.

TORONTO, ON

june 23, 2016

BOSTON, MA
SEPTEMBER 13, 2016

675 W. Kendall Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Moderator & Panelists
• Faz Bashi, Member, Board of Directors, Life Science Angels M
• Jeffry Wu, Member, BioPacific Investors
• Karen Drexler, Member, Astia Angels
• Linette Demers, Managing Director, Washington Medical Technology Angel Network, WINGS
• Shirley Gee, Member, Keiretsu Forum
• Akhil Saklecha, Partner, Artiman Ventures
M
• Brian Laden, Co-founder & Partner, TriStar Technology Ventures
• Charles Moehle, Vice President, Business Development, Illumina
• Terry Moore, Managing Director, Moore Venture Partners
• Tom Callaway, Venture Partner, HealthQuest Capital
• Michael Midmer, Director, Genomic Applications Programs, Genome Canada
• Greg Fleming, Investment Director, ALIAD M
• Albert Lauritano, Director of Business Development, Becton Dickinson
• Andrew Jay, Investment Partner, Siemens Venture Capital
• Bill Welch, Senior Director, Abbott Ventures
• Charles Bridges, Vice President, Johnson & Johnson
• David Cassak, Managing Partner, Innovation In Medtech M
• Mark Chin, Vice President, Longitude Capital
• Paul Grand, Managing Director, Research Corporation Technologies
• Randy Barko, President & CEO, Ximedica
• Randy Scott, Partner, HealthQuest Capital
• Stacy Feld, Senior Director, Consumer Scientific Innovation, Johnson & Johnson Innovation M
• Garheng Kong, Managing Partner, HealthQuest Capital
• Jessica Hou, Principal, Montreux Equity Partners
• Patrick Chung, Founding Partner, Xfund
• Tracy Warren, General Partner, Astarte Ventures
• Joseph C. Cook, III, Principal & Co-Founder, Mountain Group Capital M
• Bryan Grulke, Partner, Volcano Capital
• Neda Amidi, Director of Connected Health, Plug and Play Ventures
• Norm Gitis, Founder, Lymo Investments
• Wretch Chien, Principal, AME Cloud Ventures
• Michael Tippie, CEO, TomegaVax M
• Kathy Crothall, President & CEO, Aspire Bariatrics
• Rob Hedequist, Senior Vice President Corporate Development, Kineta
• Ron Zook, CEO, Swan Valley Medical
• Ross Youngs, Founder & Acting CEO, BioSortia
• Anne DeGheest, Founder & Managing Director, HealthTech Capital M
• Janhvi Patel, Business Development Manager, IBM Watson Ecosystem
• Joel Krikston, Managing Director, Merck Global Health Innovation Fund
• Lucian Iancovici, Investment Manager, Qualcomm Life Fund
• Rich Simoni, Partner, Asset Management Ventures
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8:00 - 8:50 am
Track 1

track 1 panelists

biotech angels
• Karl Handelsman, Founder, Codon Capital M
Karl Handelsman has been investing in early stage therapeutic companies for the last 18 years as both a VC and
Angel. Karl currently works with many academic translational efforts having coached over 200 teams the last two
years. The most controversial aspect of his approach is a focus on value creation rather than operational milestones.
This has allowed him to exit as a series A investor in preclinical companies in under 18 months with upfront multiples
between 3X and 20X. Karl has been an active investor, often playing operational roles, on over a dozen companies
that have gone public and more that have been acquired. Karl syndicates with top VC, Hedge, Family Offices and the
best angel group in the world: The Life Science Angels.

• Amit Kumar, Member, Band of Angels
Dr. Kumar is an experienced scientist, executive and investor, who has founded, built, run, and invested in a number of
technology enterprises. Dr. Kumar is currently the founder and CEO of Anixa Diagnostics, a cancer diagnostic
company. Previously, Dr. Kumar was CEO of GFF, a privately held biotech company. Before that, Dr. Kumar was
President and CEO of CombiMatrix Corporation (CBMX:NASDAQ), a position he held from 2001 to 2010. CBMX is a
biotechnology company that Dr. Kumar took public. Dr. Kumar sits on the Boards of three public companies and
several private companies. He is also an active angel investor, and a member of the Band of Angels. Priviously, Dr.
Kumar held positions at Venture Capital Firms (Oak Investment Partner, Acacia Research Corp.) and Biotech firms
IDEXX Laboratories (IDXX:NASDAQ), Signature BioSciences, Idetek Corp. and others. Dr. Kumar holds an AB with
honors in Chemistry from Occidental College. Following post-graduate studies at Stanford University and Caltech, he
received his Ph.D. from Caltech. Dr. Kumar also completed a post-doctoral fellowship at Harvard University.

• Eric Evans, Executive Committee, Mass Medical Angels
Eric J. Evans is an active member of the early-stage investor community in Boston. He sits on the Executive
Committee of Mass Medical Angels and on the Screening Committee of Launchpad Ventures. Since many early-stage
deals are now syndicated, he also maintains relationships with Hub Investment Group, Boston Harbor Angels and
Cherrystone, among others. He has served as CEO for several biomedical companies, including Targeted Cell
Therapies, Abazyme, Lumos Catheter Systems, Mulleris Therapeutics and Follica Biosciences. He began his career at
Procter & Gamble and at the Boston Consulting Group. Mr. Evans holds a master’s degree in finance and public policy
from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, and a bachelor’s degree in nuclear physics from Brown
University.

• John Reppas, Chair, Life Science Angels
John Reppas, MD, PhD, is a technology expert who operates at the intersection of academic, government, and
private-sector innovation. He is the Washington, DC based Director of Public Policy for the Neurotechnology Industry
Organization (NIO), where he is responsible for government engagement, advocacy, international initiatives, and
public-private collaboration to advance commercial neuroscience. He is the current industry representative to the
Neurological Device Advisory Panel at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Dr. Reppas has been involved in
healthcare investing for almost ten years. He is currently a board member at Life Science Angels, a board observer at
three private companies, and has invested in almost twenty life-science start-up companies over his career. He
collaborates with emerging companies on commercializing new therapeutic technology, and also advises
private-equity and public-market investors, as well as family offices, on healthcare investment strategy. John
graduated from Oxford University with a Bachelors of Medicine, received his MD from the Harvard-MIT Division of
Health Sciences and Technology, and his PhD from the Department of Neurobiology at Harvard Medical School. He
received further fellowship and postgraduate training at the Stanford University School of Medicine, where he was a
Helen Hay Whitney postdoctoral fellow, and at the Wharton School.

• Nola Masterson, Managing Partner, Science Futures
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Nola Masterson is the Managing Director of Science Futures Management Company, LLC. Science Futures is a 31 year
old investment and advisory firm. Ms. Masterson is an international biotechnology industry leader and successful
visionary thinker with more than 40 years of business experience in the life sciences industry and in venture capital
investments. Her Board of Director work with multiple companies and startup venture enterprises are sought after. Her
international experience and her grasp of the business of science is a unique perspective. She brings value to the
classroom as an Adjunct Professor at the University of San Francisco in the Department of Analytics and Technology in
the School of Management. Currently, Ms. Masterson is Chair of the Board of Directors of Repros Therapeutics Inc.
(RPRX) She serves on the Audit Committee, Nominating and Governance Committee and is Chair of the
Compensation Committee. She is also on the Board of Health Enhancement Products, and she has served on the
Board of Directors of Omicia, Inc., an early-stage pharmaco-genomics company, and as an advisor to Cycardia, a
breast cancer early diagnostic company. She is Chair Emeritus of the BayBio Institute, a non-profit organization serving
the Northern California life sciences industry by focusing on best practices, entrepreneurship, workforce development
and science education, and also serves on the Board of Advisors to Astia, a non-profit organization dedicated to
advancing women entrepreneurs. She serves on the American Diabetes Association Leadership Board for Silicon Valley.

9:00 - 9:50 am
Track 1

track 1 panelists

Corporate Vcs & strategic investment
• Edward Hu, CFO & CIO, WuXi AppTec M
Mr. Edward Hu, is currently Chief Financial Officer & Chief Investment Officer at WuXi AppTec. In this capacity, Mr. Hu
manages WuXi’s finance, strategic investments, merger and acquisition, and new business building. In addition,
He also manages WuXi’s joint ventures with MedImmune and PRA. Mr. Hu is Head of WuXi Corporate Venture Fund,
spearheading the fund’s investment strategy and portfolio management. Previously, he served as WuXi’s Chief
Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer. Prior to joining WuXi, Mr. Hu was SVP and Chief Operating Officer at
Tanox, responsible for operations, finance, IT, project management and strategic planning, and managed the
acquisition of Tanox by Genentech in 2007. He also held positions at Merck & Co., Inc. as a Senior Financial Analyst
and later in Business and Financial Planning Manager at Biogen, Inc. (n/k/a Biogen Idec, Inc.), where he managed the
business planning of Biogen's R&D and clinical development programs, and provided project planning and analysis
support to key drug development project teams. Mr. Hu completed his Ph.D. work, all but dissertation, in Biophysics
and Biochemistry at Carnegie Mellon University, where he also received his MBA degree.

• Carolyn Green, Executive Director, Strategic Investments, Pfizer
Carolyn E. Green is a biopharmaceutical industry leader with strong scientific acumen and more than 20 years of
experience identifying investment opportunities, raising capital, and launching and growing biotechnology
companies. Ms. Green is currently the Executive Director, Strategic Investments for Pfizer’s Worldwide R&D, where she
is responsible for a strategic venture capital fund which invests in early-stage biotechnology companies. Previously,
Ms. Green worked as an executive in residence at Morningside, a venture capital group specializing in early-stage life
sciences investments. At Morningside, she focused on the formation and development of companies creating
life-changing therapies for patients. Ms. Green was also a co-founder of Seropeutics, a biotech company developing
important medications for repetitive behavioral disorders and neuropsychiatric conditions, and Logical Therapeutics,
Inc., a biopharmaceutical company developing novel anti-inflammatory medicines. Ms. Green came to the biotech
sector from academic medicine, where she was the founding director of a translational research and commercialization
center at University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and School of Medicine. Ms. Green serves on the Board of The
University of Pittsburgh & Coulter Foundation Translational Research Program and the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center Board of Overseers. She is also on the Advisory Board of Aptuit, LLC, and Seropeutics.

• Geeta Vemuri, Vice President, Head, Baxalta Ventures
Baxalta Ventures is the venture arm of Baxalta with over $200 M under management. Previously she ran Baxter’s $200M
fund from 2012- until Baxter’s split into Baxalta and Baxter. Prior to Baxter she was a Partner at Quaker Partners
(2003-2012) responsible for investing and growing biotech and healthcare companies. She participated in raising funds
and servined as a board member/observer of Quaker portfolio companies: Prior to Quaker she was an associate at
Toucan Capital (2000-2003), responsible for investments in seed-stage and start-up biotech opportunities. She
participated in raising SBIC Funds and helped start portfolio companies by identifying technologies from universities.
She started her business career as Associate Equity Analyst at SalomonSmithBarney and First Union Securities covering
specialty pharmaceuticals and healthcare sectors. She has a Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Indian Institute of Sciences, and
M.B.A. from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania . Her current select Board/Observer responsibilities
include Aptinyx, New York Digital Health Accelerator, SyntImmune & True North and her previous select Board/Observer
esponsibilities include Cempra (IPO; CEMP), Covagen (acq, J&J), Gliknik (transitioned to a Partner), Ocular Therapeutix
(IPO; OCTX), Protez (acq, Novartis), Naurex (acq; Allergan).

• Hakan Goker, Senior Investment Director, MS Ventures
Hakan Goker (Ph.D.) is a senior investment director at MS Ventures, the corporate venture capital fund of Merck
Serono. Hakan joined MS Ventures in 2013 and previously was investing as a partner at Aescap Venture and prior to
that at Atlas Venture. Since 2006, Hakan was instrumental in the creation, financing, and strategy of multiple
biotechnology companies globally including Orphazyme (DK), F Star (NL), Bicycle Therapeutics (UK), Nimbus
Discovery (US) and Nitec now Horizon Pharma (CH/US). Hakan received his PhD in cancer biology from the Institute of
Cancer Research/ University of London and continued his scientific career with post-doctoral work at the Breakthrough
Breast Cancer Centre/Royal Marsden Hospital. He gained his BSc Honours, from University College London. Hakan is a
board member of Asceneuron, Forendo Pharma, Raze Therapeutics, Tocopherx, Synaffix, and Progyny Inc.

• Ilan Zipkin, Senior Investment Director, Takeda Ventures
Dr. Zipkin is Senior Investment Director at Takeda Ventures, Inc., having been involved in biotechnology and
pharmaceutical venture capital since 2000. He was previously a Partner at the institutional venture firms Prospect
Venture Partners and MPM Capital, where he focused on investments in therapeutics companies as well as platform
technologies. In addition to serving on the Board of several private and public biotechnology companies, Dr. Zipkin
served as the CEO of Chimeros, Inc., a protein-based system for the development of multivalent biologic
therapeutics. Prior to his venture capital experience, Dr. Zipkin was the Science Editor of BioCentury Publications
Inc., a biotechnology news and analysis publication. He received a Ph.D. in cell biology and biochemistry from the
University of California at San Francisco (UCSF), and a B.A. in Molecular and Cell Biology from U.C. Berkeley.
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10:00 - 10:50 am
Track 1

track 1 panelists

big pharma
• Kevin Lynch, Vice President, Scientific Assessment, Abbvie M
Kevin holds the position of Vice President, Search and Evaluation, where he leads a multi-site team of licensing
professionals responsible for search, evaluation, and due diligence of all business development opportunities for
Abbvie. He is a member of Abbvie's Licensing Steering Committee which reviews and approves business
development activities. Kevin joined Abbott (now Abbvie) in 1996 and for the last 10 years has worked in the
company's business development organization, holding positions both in scientific assessment and transactions.
Previously, Kevin worked in the Research organization as a molecular biologist and subsequently was a member of
Abbott's portfolio analysis and strategic decision support group. Before joining Abbott, Kevin worked in the Gene
Medicine Department at Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Pharmaceuticals. Kevin received his Ph.D. in Microbiology and an NIH
post-doctoral fellowship at the Pennsylvania State University, and has an MBA from Northwestern University Kellogg
School of Management.

• Jason Coloma, Vice President, Global Head Roche Partnering Oncology, Roche Partnering
Jason is the Global Therapeutic Area Head of Oncology and Cancer Immunotherapy in Roche Partnering (RP). He was
previously the Head of Venture and Innovation Partnering, the role he originally took when joining Roche Partnering in
2013. Since 2013, Jason has led or overseen over 100 deals, including the acquisitions of Santaris and Dutalys, as
well as the majority acquisition and alliance with Foundation Medicine. Jason also worked closely with Roche Pharma
Research and Early Development (pRED) to help establish the external innovation groups, and with Roche Corporate
Executive Committee on key strategic initiatives, including Healthcare IT, which led to the partnering efforts in
molecular information. Prior to joining Roche, Jason worked in the biopharmaceutical industry in research and
business positions at Amgen, the University of California, San Francisco, and biotech startups. Jason holds a PhD in
Immunology and M.P.H. in Epidemiology/Biostatistics from the University of California, Berkeley, as well as an MBA
from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth.

• Lesley Stolz, Senior Director of Transactions, Johnson & Johnson Innovation
Dr. Stolz has 18 years of business and corporate development experience working for companies that have been both
technology platform and therapeutics focused. Prior to joining the transactions group within Johnson & Johnson
Innovation, she held executive positions with BioTime, Inc., Sutro Biopharma, Inc., and Sunesis Pharmaceuticals where
she was responsible for corporate strategy, fundraising and all aspects of partnering. Earlier in her career, she served
as Senior Director, Business Development for Aerovance, Inc. and for GPC Biotech AG in Munich, Germany from 2002
to 2006. She also served in senior management positions at Cell Genesys, Discovery Partners International and Axys
Pharmaceuticals. Dr. Stolz received her Ph.D. in chemistry, and conducted postdoctoral research at Harvard Medical
School’s Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology.

• Marc Schwabish, US Head, Pharma Business Development & Licensing, Bayer
Marc Schwabish, Ph.D., currently heads US Pharma Business Development & Licensing at Bayer. He works across
Bayer’s therapeutic areas, focusing on late stage development opportunities, commercialized assets, and innovative
partnerships. Prior to Bayer, Dr. Schwabish had both Business Development and Alliance Management responsibilities
at Eisai. His deal experience at Eisai covered a range of diseases and stages of assets – from early research
technologies through commercialized therapeutics. Dr. Schwabish previously worked in Healthcare Investment
Banking (Leverage Finance and M&A), Pharma Strategy Consulting, and other Pharma/Biotech Companies (R&D and
Product Management). He holds a Ph.D. in Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology from Harvard and a B.S. in
Biology from Cornell.

• Tomas Landh, Vice President, Senior Principal Scientist Innovation Sourcing, Novo Nordisk
Tomas Landh is since 2008 Director (Strategy and Sourcing) at Novo Nordisk, Diabetes Research Unit, where he is
responsible for the scouting and evaluation of in particular, protein therapeutics and related technologies including
new drug delivery systems for the treatment of diabetes, its complications and obesity. Besides seeking innovation in
these areas, Tomas is involved in developing new strategic modes of accessing innovation in general. Two years after
joining Novo Nordisk in 2003, Tomas was recruited to the Diabetes Research Unit with scouting and evaluation of
external technology opportunities for oral delivery of proteins as his main responsibility. Prior to joining Novo Nordisk,
Tomas was R&D Director and Chief Scientist at Camurus AB (1997-2002), a lipid drug delivery company and CEO for
Lipid Research Foundation (2001-2003), a foundation sponsoring applied lipid research. He received his PhD in
Biophysical Engineering from Lund’s Institute of Technology. Tomas has + 20 years of experience of all stages of drug
development and delivery, ranging from academia, small businesses, foundations and big pharma/biotech. He has
authored a number of scientific papers and book chapters on cell membrane morphologies, pharmaceutical
formulations, and holds a number of patents.
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11:00 - 11:50 am
Track 1

track 1 panelists

EARLY STAGE THERAPEUTICS INVESTORS
• Dennis Purcell, Founder & Senior Advisor, Aisling Capital M
Mr. Purcell is the original Founder of Aisling Capital LLC and currently serves as a Senior Advisor to Aisling. Previously,
he served as the Senior Managing Partner. Prior to Aisling Capital, Mr. Purcell served as Managing Director of the Life
Sciences Investment Banking Group at Chase H&Q (formerly Hambrecht & Quist, “H&Q”) for over five years. While at
H&Q, he was directly involved with over two hundred completed transactions and supervised over $10 billion of
financing and advisory assignments in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical products industries. During his
tenure, BioWorld and other industry publications cited H&Q as the leading underwriter of life sciences securities. Prior
to joining H&Q, Mr. Purcell was a Managing Director in the Healthcare Group at PaineWebber, Inc. Mr. Purcell is a
frequent commentator on the industry and has been honored in the “Biotech Hall of Fame” by Genetic Engineering
News, named to the Biotechnology All-Stars list by Forbes ASAP, honored as one of the top 50 Irish-American
businessmen and cited as one of the top 100 contributors to the biotechnology industry. Mr. Purcell has served as a
director of Aton Pharma, Bridge Pharmaceuticals, Cengent Therapeutics, Dynova Laboratories, Paratek
Pharmaceuticals, Valentis and Xanodyne Pharmaceuticals. He has served as a member of the Advisory Council at
Harvard Medical School, the Board of Directors of the Biotechnology Industry Association, as well as the New York
Biotechnology Association and the Irvington Institute. He also serves on the Board of L.E.K. Consulting. Mr. Purcell
received his M.B.A. from Harvard University and his B.S. in Accounting from the University of Delaware.

• Brent Ahrens, General Partner, Canaan Partners
Brent Ahrens joined Canaan in 1999 as a member of the Kauffman Fellows Program. Brent focuses on healthcare
investments and has led investments in life sciences companies such as DexCom (DXCM), Revivant (acquired by ZOLL),
Peninsula Pharmaceuticals (acquired by JNJ), Cerexa (acquired by FRX), Calixa (acquired by CBST), Durata Therapeutics
(DRTX), Elevation Pharmaceuticals (acquired by DNPUF); and Spinifex (acquired by NVS). Brent serves on the boards of
Abyrx, a developer and manufacturer of therapeutic devices for use during surgical procedures; EndoGastric Solutions,
the leading company offering medical devices for treatment of reflux disease; Minimally Invasive Devices, a developer
of a franchise of products that substantially improve visualization during laparoscopic surgery; Relievant MedSystems, a
maker of minimally invasive devices to relieve chronic back pain; Semnur, a developer of pain managements solutions;
and Unchained Labs, a life science tools company. Prior to joining Canaan, Brent worked in both commercial and
technical roles at General Surgical Innovations, Ethicon Endo-Surgery (J&J), and IAP Research. He also has several
surgical instrument patents to his credit Brent earned an MBA from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College
after graduating with a B.S. and M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Dayton.

• Christopher Haskell, Head, US Science Hub, Bayer Pharmaceuticals
Christopher Haskell leads Bayer’s U.S. Science Hub, based in the company’s U.S. Innovation Center located at Mission
Bay, San Francisco. Haskell and his group support Bayer’s Global Drug Discovery through developing and managing
partnerships with US academic research institutions and emerging life science firms, including the master agreement
signed with UCSF in 2010. Haskell is also responsible for the development of the CoLaborator, a biotech incubator
space adjacent to the company’s U.S. Innovation Center that opened in the fall of 2012 in San Francisco. The
CoLaborator houses a number of startup life science firms, and has been developed as a vehicle to foster
collaboration between Bayer and these emerging innovators. After his graduate work at the University of California,
Davis and a postdoctoral fellowship at The Gladstone Institute in San Francisco, Haskell joined the Immunology group
at Berlex Biosciences. Since joining Bayer in 2007, Haskell has served in various scientific leadership roles, including
the Acting Head of Applied Research, the unit responsible for hemostasis research and drug development. In late
2009, Haskell was named head of Bayer’s newly formed Science Hub.

• Neil Littman, General Partner, CIRM
Neil Littman is the Business Development Officer at the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine. Mr. Littman is
responsible for establishing and maintaining relationships with current and prospective partners, including companies,
academic institutions, international agencies, and investors. Mr. Littman actively pursues potential partners and
licensees for CIRM’s portfolio of >70 active therapeutic programs. In addition, Mr. Littman proactively identifies and
screens external stem cell programs for inclusion in CIRM’s $3 billion portfolio. Mr. Littman also helps to manage
CIRM's international partnerships and other collaborations including CIRM’s iPSC Bank and the Alpha Clinical
Network. Prior to joining CIRM in 2012, Mr. Littman was a Senior Associate in the Merchant Banking Group at Burrill &
Company, a diversified global financial services firm focused on the life sciences industry based in San Francisco. Prior
to joining Burrill & Company in 2009, Mr. Littman worked in the Healthcare Investment Banking group at Thomas
Weisel Partners where he focused on strategic advisory and public and private financings. Prior to Thomas Weisel
Partners, Mr. Littman worked in the Healthcare Investment Banking group at Deutsche Bank Securities.

• Shelley Chu, Partner, Abingworth
Shelley joined Abingworth in 2015 and invests across a broad range of therapeutic areas and stages of development,
from start-ups to late-stage. She has over 15 years of operating and investment experience in the biopharmaceutical
industry, including most recently Gilead where she led R&D Strategy and Business Development in Oncology,
Immunotherapy and Hepatitis B. Previously Shelley invested and co-founded biotechnology companies at Frazier
Healthcare Ventures. Earlier in her career she was an investment professional at Flagship Ventures and a management
consultant to healthcare and biotech companies at McKinsey. Shelley holds an MD and PhD in Biochemistry and
Biophysics from UCSF, and received her BA in Molecular Biology from Princeton University. She is a first author of
publications in Science and other prominent journals and a Co-Chair of the Princeton Alumni School Committee.
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1:00 - 1:50 pm
Track 1

track 1 panelists

Venture philanthropy
• Christopher de Souza, Director, Broadview Ventures M
Christopher de Souza, PhD, shares responsibility for the day-to-day operations of Broadview Ventures, including
business development strategy, identification and screening of new investment opportunities, negotiation of
partnering terms and deal structure, as well as portfolio company board involvement. Christopher started his
pharmaceutical career at Novartis where he was a senior scientist in the Metabolic and Cardiovascular Diseases group
and then Director of Strategic Alliances with responsibilities for the therapeutic area strategy, business development
and alliance management. After Novartis, Christopher was VP of Business Development at SkyePharma US Inc, a drug
delivery company, where he was responsible for out-licensing SkyePharma’s clinical assets and drug delivery
technologies. Christopher also founded a business development consulting practice with several clients including
JSB-Partners, Diagnostics For All and Metaome. Christopher received an MBA from Rutgers University and a PhD in
physiology from Louisiana State University. He completed his post-doctoral training at “The Upjohn Company” and
the Joslin Diabetes Center/Harvard Medical School.

• Daniel Smith, VP of Innovative Technologies, Autism Speaks
Dan is the Vice President, Innovative Technologies at Autism Speaks and President of Delivering Scientific Innovation
for Autism LLC, a venture philanthropy affiliate of Autism Speaks. Dan is a neuroscientist by training and has a decade
of experience as a senior neuroscience researcher, laboratory head and project leader in the pharmaceutical industry.
In his current roles, he is responsible for creating and managing a portfolio of projects focused on identifying and
delivering evidence-based solutions to the healthcare and quality of life challenges faced by people with autism and
their families. Dan’s purview includes cutting-edge early-stage technology and biomedical research and development
projects, venture philanthropy, business development and partnering opportunities with the for-profit sector.

• Lindy Fishburne, Executive Director, Breakout Labs
Lindy Fishburne is the Executive Director of Breakout Labs and serves as the Senior Vice President for Investments at
the Thiel Foundation based in San Francisco. She leads the organization's strategic development and program design.
She joined the foundation in 2007 after a career in management consulting, advising Fortune 500 companies on
profitable growth strategies. She also brings years of experience in non-profit development and feasibility planning.
Lindy has a deep understanding of what it takes to make it through the early days in business, having managed two
start-up companies through rapid growth and eventual sale. She hopes that Breakout Labs' novel revolving fund
model will accelerate innovation and redefine how early stage start ups are funded. She has an AB from Duke
University and MBA from University of Texas at Austin.

• Patricia Zilliox, Chief Drug Development Officer, Foundation Fighting Blindness
Patricia Zilliox, PH.D., is currently the Chief Drug Development Officer of the Clinical Research Institute, a division of
Foundation Fighting Blindness. From late 2008 until May 2011, Patricia was Senior Director of Clinical Development
at Alcon Laboratories, a division of Novartis, where she had global accountability for planning, development,
execution, and management of pharmaceutical clinical programs in areas of eye diseases such as glaucoma, allergy,
dry eye, infectious disease of the eye, and diseases of the retina, in particular dry AMD and wet AMD. One of the key
accomplishments of her group under her leadership was the implementation and completion of the natural history
clinical study of Geographic Atrophy progression (GAP study). The data collected in this study were able to convince
the FDA that measurement of growth of GA lesion using autofluorsecence could be used as a primary endpoint in a
clinical setting rather than VA. From 1997 to 2008, she led the first clinical program in the field of Exudative Age
related macular degeneration for Alcon Laboratories. Previously, Patricia was based in Paris, France where she was
responsible for conduct and execution of clinical trials in ophthalmology across Europe for Alcon as well.

• Rachel Rimsky, Associate Director, Research Partnerships, Michael J. Fox Foundation
Rachel Rimsky joined the Michael J. Fox Foundation in 2015. She is responsible for MJFF's industry strategy and is
focused on increasing engagement and developing partnerships with various industry groups, including pharma,
biotechs and venture capital firms. Prior to joining MJFF, Rachel was a Vice President in the Alternative Investments &
Manager Selection group at Goldman Sachs, where she was responsible for hedge fund investment diligence and
structuring clients’ hedge fund portfolios. Rachel graduated from Cornell University with a BS in Industrial & Labor
Relations.
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2:00 - 2:50 pm
Track 1

track 1 panelists

biotech family offices
• Lisa Rhoads, Managing Director, Easton Capital M
Lisa joined Easton Capital in 2010 when she repatriated from Bermuda. Lisa was previously with Celtic Pharma, a
Bermuda-based global biotech private equity firm where she was a founding member of the management team. Lisa
spent the last 7 years acquiring and developing a portfolio of later-stage biotech programs where she was involved
with all aspects of the development process and managed Intellectual Property portfolio. Lisa has been involved in all
aspects of the investment and development process and sits on the board of electroCore, PerceptiMed, Shimojani,
and observer board role for Resolve. Lisa also sits on the board at America’s Best Home Healthcare, a home
healthcare company. Prior to her role with Celtic Pharma, Lisa consulted and helped launched a number of Hedge
Funds and has held senior positions in the Pharma industry with Bristol Myers Squibb, J&J's McNeil Consumer
Products Company and Zeneca's US pharmaceutical division.

• Christine de los Reyes, VP of Strategic Planning & Business Development, Alopexx Enterprises
Christine de los Reyes’ current role is V.P. Strategic Planning & Business Development, Alopexx Enterprises. Alopexx
Enterprises is an investment, development and management company located in Concord, MA. Christine has over
twenty five years of pharmaceutical experience and most recently was founder and Managing Director of
BiotechPartnering Solutions, a business development consulting firm that advises life science companies on
partnering strategy, search for potential partners, coordination of technical evaluation and due diligence, deal
structure and transaction negotiation. In this capacity, she has had numerous clients and executed several licensing
transactions. She is also on the advisory board of the Neurotechnology Industry Organization, a non-profit trade
association that represents companies involved in neuroscience, academic neuroscience research centers and
brain-illness advocacy groups. Prior to starting her own company she was Executive Director of Licensing &
Development at Pfizer, where she spent twelve years in their licensing group with a focus on in-licensing in several
therapeutic areas including neuroscience, infectious diseases, immunology, dermatology, and ophthalmology.
Christine completed 11 in-licensing and one out-licensing transaction. She also was responsible for external search
activities for new opportunities and led multidisciplinary teams conducting technical evaluation, due diligence, and
financial valuation for licensing, co-promotion and M&A transactions with biotech and pharma companies.

• Jayson Rieger, SVP of Business Development & Portfolio Management, PBM Capital
Dr. Jayson M. Rieger, Ph.D, MBA, is currently the SVP of Business Development & Portfolio Management for PBM
Capital, LLC, where he supports new investment evaluation, deal sourcing and provides technical and business support
for portfolio companies. Dr. Rieger has more than 10 years experience in cross-functional scientific and business
leadership roles spanning business development, research operations, drug discovery and product development in the
life sciences industry. Most recently he served as Corporate Senior Vice President and President of the Human
Therapeutics Division at Intrexon Corporation. Dr. Rieger has also served as the Vice President of Research and Virginia
Operations for Clinical Data, Inc., prior to its acquisition by Forest Labs in 2011. Dr. Rieger served as the Vice President
of Lead Development at Adenosine Therapeutics, LLC, from prior to its acquisition by Clinical Data in 2008. Dr. Rieger
has delivered a number of invited lectures at universities and scientific conferences and has served as a key team
member in multiple development programs ranging from discovery stage research to Phase III clinical trials. He was the
recipient of more than 10 federal grants, serving as both principal and co-investigator on efforts targeted towards
evaluating adenosine receptor agents in a variety of disease indications.

• Jim Mellon, Chairman & Founder, Mann BioInvest
Jim is a visionary entrepreneur with a flair for identifying emerging global trends. He has co-authored a number of
books; most notably a book entitled Wake Up! Survive and Prosper in the Coming Economic Turmoil published by
John Wiley in 2005. In this book Jim cited catalysts for the impending global financial crisis including unsustainable
levels of consumer debt in the western world, a U.S. housing crash, highly leveraged derivative financial instruments
and governmental fiscal mismanagement. More recently he co-authored the book Cracking the Code published by
John Wiley in 2012. In this book he concisely puts forwards the reasons he views the biopharma industry as one with
the potential to change the world and provide investors with the opportunity to generate returns. With Jim's vast
experience and global network, Mann Bioinvest is well placed to capitalise on the opportunities the biopharma sector
provides. Jim has built a worldwide business empire consisting of a variety of businesses, from hotel chains, banks,
natural resources to online gaming. Jim has remained amongst the top 10% in the Sunday Times Rich List for a number
of years. He holds a master's degree in Politics, Philosophy and Economics from Oxford University.

• Rick Jones, Director, Broadview Ventures
Frederick “Rick” Jones, MD, shares responsibility for the day-to-day operations of Broadview Ventures, including
identification and screening of new opportunities, due diligence, negotiation of deal structure, and portfolio company
board involvement. Prior to joining Broadview Ventures, Rick founded Spordiff Therapeutics, which is developing a
small molecule to prevent C. difficile infection. Previously, Rick was CEO of Anchor Therapeutics, a venture-backed
company developing a platform of lipidated peptides targeting intractable GPCR targets. Before that Rick held
increasingly responsible positions as a general manager, business development professional and medical affairs officer
with Devgen, BioRexis and Wyeth Pharmaceuticals. Early in his career, Dr. Jones practiced internal medicine, most
recently as Assistant Professor in the University of Pennsylvania health system. Rick earned his undergraduate, medical
and MBA degrees from the University of Pennsylvania. Rick currently serves as the Board Observer for Aggamin,
Remedy, Ischemia Care and ZZ Biotech.
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3:00 - 3:50 pm
Track 1

track 1 panelists

orphan & rare disease investors
• Peter Young, Executive-in-Residence, Pappas Ventures M
Peter is an experienced life-science industry consultant and executive-in-residence with Pappas Capital, where he is
leading the firm’s initiatives in translational medicine, and provides business development and due diligence support
to its venture funds and portfolio companies. He has thirty-five years’ experience in the pharmaceutical and biotech
industry, spanning all areas of the business from sales representative to country-level general manager and CEO; and
companies ranging from multinationals like Abbott and Glaxo to start-up biotechs. As VP and Therapy Area Head at
Glaxo Wellcome in the mid-1990s he led the global introduction of combination HIV therapy that revolutionized HIV
treatment and quintupled GW’s global HIV portfolio sales, while keying industry leadership on global treatment
access. Peter has since served as CEO of two private start-up enterprises, a viral vector vaccine company that raised
over $80 million in NIH HIV and biodefense vaccine grants, and a specialty pharmaceutical company he led to an exit
via a strategic transaction. Peter is a past member of the BIO board and chairman of the North Carolina Biosciences
Organization, and was a director of Memory Pharmaceuticals from 2004 until its sale to Roche in 2009.

• Christy Shaffer, General Partner, Hatteras Venture Partners
Seasoned entrepreneur and biotech executive, Christy Shaffer, Ph.D. has over 25 years of experience in the life
science industry. Following her career as a clinical scientist, international project leader and Associate Director of
Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine at Burroughs Wellcome Co., she joined Inspire Pharmaceuticals in 1995 as the
first, full-time employee. She was responsible for raising over $300m for the company, including taking the company
public in 2000. As President and CEO, Christy grew the company from 20 scientists to nearly 250 employees with
revenues of over $100 million. Under her leadership, Inspire was named as “Best Place to Work for Scientists” by the
Scientist magazine, and “Best Place to Work in North Carolina.” Christy retired from Inspire in 2010 and the company
was acquired by Merck in 2011. Christy serves as a board member of five Hatteras portfolio companies and chairs
three of them: G1 Therapeutics, Spyryx, Clearside (Chair), KinoDyn (Chair), and GrayBug (Executive Chair). Christy is a
receptor pharmacologist by training, earning her Ph.D. in Pharmacology from the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center, Memphis TN in 1985. She received her post-doctoral training at The Chicago Medical School and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

• M. (Ken) Kengatharan, General Partner, Atheneos Capital
Dr. M. (Ken) Kengatharan is currently President of Armetheon, and since inception to earlier this year, President &
COO as well as interim CEO of the company. He is the former President & CSO of Altheos, and former Vice President,
Pre-Clinical R&D of Athenagen (re-named CoMentis), all based in San Francisco bay area. He is also a General Partner
at Atheneos Capital, a San Francisco bay area based evergreen healthcare fund. During the last 14 years, Ken has
been critical to the development of multiple drug candidates (NCEs and re-purposed drugs) from concept to Phase
II/III. Since setting-up his first company in the late 1990s, Ken has been instrumental in raising more than $160MM in
private equity for six start-up companies and for closing partnership transactions in excess of $800M in deal value. He
is currently a board member at Armetheon and Renexxion, a partner and advisor at SPIRE Ventures and an advisor to
Stanford University’s SPARK program. Ken trained as a cardiovascular pharmacologist in London and at Stanford. He
obtained his PhD in pharmacology from the University of London and his MBA (with Distinction) from Durham
University in England where he focused on Biotech Finance and Entrepreneurship.

• Stephen Knight, President & Managing Partner, F-Prime Capital
Stephen Knight joined F-Prime Capital in 2003 where he serves as President and Managing Partner. He has worked in
the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries for over 25 years and invests broadly across healthcare. Steve
currently serves as Chairman of the Board of Directors for Forum Pharmaceuticals (formerly EnVivo Pharmaceuticals)
and serves on the Board of Directors of Innovent Biologics, Proteostasis Therapeutics, Iora Health, Pulmocide, Semma
Therapeutics and Denali Therapeutics. Steve previously served on the boards of several private and public health care
companies including, Blueprint Medicines (NASDAQ: BPMC) FoldRx Pharmaceuticals (acquired by Pfizer), Ironwood
Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: IRWD), NextWave Pharmaceuticals (acquired by Pfizer), and Respivert, Ltd (acquired by
J&J). Prior to joining F-Prime Capital, Steve held various senior management roles in private and public biotechnology
and consulting companies. He also was a researcher at AT&T Bell Laboratories, the National Institutes of Health, and
Yale University. He holds an M.D. from the Yale University School of Medicine, an M.B.A. from the Yale School of
Organization and Management and received a B.S. in biology from Columbia University, graduating summa cum laude
and Phi Beta Kappa.

• Vered Bisker-Leib, Chief Business Officer, Cydan
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Vered Bisker-Leib brings to Cydan a proven track record in identification, evaluation and execution of licensing and
M&A transactions in top tier pharma and biotech companies. Prior to joining Cydan, Dr. Bisker-Leib was a member of
Bristol-Myers Squibb’s Strategic Transactions Group where she assumed positions of increasing responsibility across
five therapeutic areas, most recently as an Executive Director and Global Head, Business Development, for the
Cardiovascular and Metabolic franchises. She crafted the business development strategy and was responsible for its
execution, including the acquisitions of ZymoGenetics, Amira Pharmaceuticals and Amylin. Previously, Dr. Bisker-Leib
also held business development roles at Avalon Pharmaceuticals and MedImmune. She began her professional career
as a scientist for Baxter and was co-inventor of five patents related to her work. Dr. Bisker-Leib received a PhD in
Chemical Engineering and an MBA from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. As an Israeli native, she served in
the Israeli Defense Forces, where she advanced to the rank of First Lieutenant.

4:00 - 4:50 pm
Track 1

track 1 panelists

Asia-pacific investors

• Weiyong Sun, Senior Director, External Scientific Affairs, Daiichi Sankyo Group M
Dr. Weiyong Sun is currently Senior Director, External Scientific Affairs at Daiichi Sankyo Pharma Development. He
joined Daiichi Sankyo Japan in April 2002. He was involved in a broad range of R&D activities from target discovery to
clinical development of a number of anti-diabetes drugs. In October 2007, Dr. Sun was elected to be assigned to work
for Daiichi Sankyo Research Institute in the U.S. He was responsible for identifying and evaluating in-licensing,
partnering and research collaboration opportunities. His current focus is in Cardiovascular, Metabolism and Frontier
therapeutic areas. Dr. Sun received an M.D. from Beijing Medical University (now Peking University Medical School), a
Ph.D. in Biochemistry from the University of Tokyo and an MBA from Columbia Business School. He was a
postdoctoral fellow in the Blood Research Institute, Medical College of Wisconsin.

• Damien Lim, Co-Founder & General Partner, BioVeda Capital
Mr Damien Lim is co-founder and General Partner of BioVeda Capital. He has more than 23 years experience in
private equity and investment banking. He was previously Director, Investments with Prime Partners, a boutique fund
in Singapore. Prior to Prime, Mr Lim was Senior Vice President of Vickers Ballas Holdings (now part of DBS Bank)
where he was responsible for strategic acquisitions, joint ventures and proprietary investments by the group, and
managing various investment funds in Southeast Asia and India. Before Vickers, he was with Morgan Grenfell Asia
(now part of Deutsche Bank AG). Mr Lim serves on the boards of several companies including ASLAN
Pharmaceuticals, BioMers, Clearbridge BSA, and Mach7 Technologies. He has served on a number of grant
committees including the NRF (National Research Foundation), National Technological University, and the Singapore
Private Equity and Venture Capital Association committee.

• Jimmy Lu, Managing Director, WI Harper Group
Jimmy Lu is the Managing Director of the WI Harper Group. Jimmy oversees WI Harper’s global operations and brings
to the firm over 20 years of high technology and venture capital experience. He currently serves on the boards of
CNano Technology Limited, China Diagnostics Medical Corporation, Kindstar Global Co. and StemCyte Inc. Prior to
joining WI Harper, Jimmy co-founded and was a General Partner of iD Ventures America (formerly Acer Technology
Ventures), which manages numerous funds, including Acer Technology Venture Fund and IP Fund One. The funds were
early investors in iRobot Corporation, Harmonix Music, ArtX Inc., Allayer Communications, Monolithic Power Systems
and Fortinet. Jimmy joined the Acer Group, a leading worldwide technology company, in 1992, and as General Counsel
worked closely with senior management to negotiate and structure the Acer Group’s international joint ventures,
strategic alliances, acquisitions, global financings and commercial transactions. Before joining Acer, he was with
Bingham McCutchen in San Francisco, specializing in M&A and venture transactions, debt and equity financings and
public securities work. He also spent several years as a banker with JP Morgan in New York City. Jimmy earned a B.A.
from Yale College, an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School and a J.D. from UC Berkeley School of Law (Boalt Hall).

• Judith Li, Partner, Lilly Asia Ventures
Judith J. Li is a Partner at Lilly Asia Ventures (LAV) based in Hong Kong / Shanghai, focused on early and growth stage
investments across biopharmaceuticals, medical devices, and diagnostics, and holds board appointments at a variety
of LAV’s portfolio companies, including Crown Biosciences, Just Biotherapeutics, and Veritas Genetics. Ms. Li’s prior
experience includes McKinsey’s New York office, hospital administration at Partners Healthcare, and co-founding an
interventional nephrology medical device venture. Ms. Li holds a B.A. in Neurobiology from Harvard and M.B.A. from
Harvard Business School, and currently resides in Hong Kong with her husband Ben, splitting her time between Hong
Kong, Shanghai, and the Bay Area.

• Nisa Leung, Managing Partner, Healthcare, Qiming Venture Partners
Nisa Leung is a Managing Partner of Qiming Ventures leading its health care investments. Prior to joining Qiming, she
was co-founder of Biomedic Holdings with operations and investments in medical devices, pharmaceuticals and health
care services in China including Novamed Pharmaceuticals Inc (acquired by SciClone NASDAQ: SCLN), a specialty
pharmaceutical company focused on oncology and central nervous system and U-Systems Inc (acquired by GE
Healthcare). Nisa was Venture Partner of PacRim Ventures in Menlo Park, and was previously with Softbank/Mobius
Venture Capital. Nisa currently sits on the board of Gan & Lee Pharmaceutical, Novast Pharmaceuticals, Zai
Laboratories, Nurotron, Venus MedTech, Origene Technologies, Berry Genomics, VR Medical, Biomedic Holdings and
related companies. Nisa also represented Qiming on other health care investments including Alltech Medical, CITIC
Pharmaceuticals (acquired by Shanghai Pharmaceutical HKSE: 02607), Crown Bioscience, Goodwill Information
Technology, Shenogen, Richen, Aeonmed Medical. Nisa earned her MBA from Stanford Graduate School of Business
and a BS from Cornell University. She currently serves on the Board of Governors of the Hotchkiss School, is member of
UCB Pharma China Advisory Board, vice chair of Hong Kong Biotechnology Organization, director of Young
Entrepreneur Development Council and director of Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation.
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8:00 - 8:50 Am
Track 2

track 2 panelists

MEDTECH ANGELS
• Faz Bashi, Member, Board of Directors, Life Science Angels M
Faz K. Bashi, MD, has a research background in Immunology and Virology from UCSF. He is currently Chair of Life
Science Angel's (LSA) Digital Health & Sciences Screening Committee, as well as Chair of the Angel Capital
Association's (ACA) Life Sciences Syndication group. He was recently elected to serve as a Member of the ACA Board
of Directors. He served as the 2013 Chair of LSA's Device Screening Committee, 2 years on the LSA Board, and is a
member of the Biotech/Pharma Screening Committee. He was a founding member of HealthTech Capital where he
served on the Board of Directors for a 2 year term. He is a member of Berkeley Angel Network. He is active with
UCSF’s CTSI external advisory board and Springboard Enterprises. He worked at San Mateo Medical Center to
develop and implement special clinical projects to help the underserved, including TeleDermatology, Diabetic
Retinopathy Screening, and advancements in electronic medical records. He works as a consultant to Patient Visit
Redesign on workflow process improvement for community health centers, and safety net organizations across the US.
He is passionate about novel technologies that improve the coordination and delivery of patient care through
intelligent information brokering that enables true clinical collaboration, and is active on the Advisory Board of Tiatros.

• Jeffry Wu, Member, BioPacific Investors
Mr. Jeffry Wu is a Managing Director at Milestone Capital, a mid-market private equity fund based in Shanghai, China.
He leads the healthcare investment team and sits on the board of Alltech Medical Systems, PrinJohnson Biopharma,
JHL Biotech and Sol-Millennium Medical. Prior to joining Milestone Capital, Mr. Wu worked as a Principal of Venture
Investments at Johnson & Johnson Development Corporation, the venture capital arm of Johnson & Johnson. Mr. Wu
received his PhD in Neurobiology from Columbia University, and his MBA from INSEAD. He has been a Charted
Financial Analyst since 2007 and a member of BioPacific Investors since 2013.

• Karen Drexler, Member, Astia Angels
Karen has 30 years of experience as a Life Science Executive and Entrepreneur. She is an active medtech investor
through Astia Angels, a group that invests in diverse teams with at least one female founder. Karen was an early
employee of LifeScan, helped build the company from zero to $1 billion in revenues and played an essential role in
selling the company to Johnson & Johnson. She held operating and executive roles across LifeScan in marketing, sales,
manufacturing operations and new product planning. After leaving LifeScan, Karen founded and ran Amira Medical, an
innovative company in the diabetes space. She was President and CEO until she sold the company to Roche in 2001.
During the past 14 years, Karen has held board member, board chair and acting CEO roles in numerous private and
public medtech companies, several of which she also co-founded. Karen is currently a board observer and advisor to
nVision, a women’s health device and diagnostic company, a board member and advisor to Naya, an innovative breast
pump and mobile health company, and a board member of Sandstone, which is developing an OTC male fertility test.
She is board chair of Hygieia, a digital therapeutics company, and board member, chair of the compensation
committee and audit committee member for Diadexus, a public cardiovascular risk diagnostics company.

• Linette Demers, Managing Director, Washington Medical Technology Angel Network, WINGS
Linette Demers is Managing Director of the Washington Medical Technology Angel Network, WINGS. WINGS is a
non-profit angel network that facilitates seed and early stage investments for medical technology companies in
Washington State. The WINGS mission is to close the gap in early stage funding to accelerate the translation of
medical technology innovation from the lab bench to patients. Additionally, Linette serves as Vice President,
Commercialization at Life Science Washington. Dr. Demers is responsible for the portfolio of Life Science Washington
commercialization Programs, including mentoring, consulting, and direct connections through investor forums that
drive successful capital formation for early stage life science companies. Before joining Life Science Washington, Dr.
Demers served in the healthcare delivery sector, gaining firsthand experience in leading transformative change in a
challenging healthcare environment. As a Director at Sg2, a Chicago area health care management consulting
practice, she developed analytical models and strategic frameworks for helping leaders navigate the business of
healthcare which she then was able to apply in practice as Associate Director of Strategic Planning and Business
Development for the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance.

• Shirley Gee, Member, Keiretsu Forum
Shirley Gee is Managing Partner at Angel Plus, LLC, a validation firm (due diligence) for latter stage start-up’s getting
ready for capitalization. She is also the Chief Operating Officer for Coyote Neat, Inc. an international
incubator/accelerator Center in Silicon Valley for start-up's from Latin American countries. With extensive
executive-level experience in the entrepreneur/investor ecosystem, having served on a number of corporate Boards,
she has a strong track record of achievements within the academic community and among her executive and investor
peers domestically and internationally. An active Accredited Investor with Keiretsu Forum, the international investment
angel group, she is also Chair of the Life Science and Medical Device Committee at Keiretsu Forum; Member of the
Technology Transfer Committee for Lawrence Livermore Laboratory/Private Industry Collaborative; and was a Executive
Senior Staff and a Department Head at Stanford University's research multi-purpose, international research laboratory,
SLAC National Accelerator Center.
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9:00 - 9:50 am
Track 2

track 2 panelists

DIAGNOSTIC INVESTORS
• Akhil Saklecha, Partner, Artiman Ventures M
Akhil Saklecha focuses on early-stage investments with an interest towards medical technology. As a Partner at
Artiman, he has led investments in CellMax Life, DMS Networks and HomeUnion. Akhil has over 15 years of experience
in medicine and healthcare management. Prior to joining Artiman in 2010, Akhil was Medical Director of a 750 bed
hospital's regional transfer program. Prior to that position, he was President and CEO of Canton Aultman Emergency
Physicians, a professional services firm that provides physicians, mid-level providers, and coding expertise to multiple
hospitals and urgent care centers. He was also Chairman of Emergency Medicine at Aultman Hospital, a large trauma,
cardiac, and stroke center seeing nearly 90,000 patients annually. In this same time period, Akhil has served at the
local, state, and national levels within emergency medicine, healthcare quality, information technology, managed care,
and emergency medical services. He is an Assistant Professor in Emergency Medicine at Northeastern Ohio Universities
College of Medicine and continues to practice on a part time basis at Good Samaritan Hospital in San Jose.

• Brian Laden, Co-Founder & Partner, TriStar Technology Ventures
Brian is a Co-founder and Partner at TriStar Technology Ventures, a venture capital investment group currently
managing two early stage healthcare-focused funds totaling approximately $40 million. TriStar Technology Ventures is
a part of the Healthcare Investment Group, with approximately $700M under management. With a primary focus
across the life sciences, including medical devices, diagnostics and drug discovery, he sits on the Board of five
portfolio companies and actively oversees TriStar’s interest in two others. Brian is also a founding director of Vertex
Clinical Innovations, a company that provides technology transfer services to hospitals, health systems and
universities. Prior to co-founding TriStar and Vertex, Brian served as the Assistant Director in the Office of Technology
Transfer and Enterprise Development at Vanderbilt University.

• Charles Moehle, VP of Business Development, Illumina
Charles Moehle is VP of Business Development and Licensing at Illumina, Inc. He and his team support Illumina’s
business and functional units in sourcing and negotiating licenses, supply agreements and various types of
partnerships with academic researchers and other companies. Illumina is always looking to license, jointly-develop or
acquire improved, new, and disruptive technologies related to its genomic analysis business. Prior to joining Illumina,
Charlie was VP of Business Development and Licensing at Applied Biosystems/Life Technologies for eight years where
he was responsible for a $100+ MM/year licensing and OEM program, including settlement of several significant
patent disputes with competitor companies. Prior to moving into the research tools industry, he worked in Business
Development at Chiron Corporation and at Genelabs Technologies. Before that he was Director of Research at
Ribogene, Inc and worked for five years at the National Institutes of Health.

• Michael Midmer, Director, Genomic Applications Programs, Genome Canada
Michael has over 15 years of experience in the life science industry, fund management and capital markets. Michael is
currently the Director of the Genomic Applications Partnership Program (GAPP), which is a $38M translation/
commercialization funding program at Genome Canada. The GAPP program funds partnerships between industry and
academia. Michael was formerly a Director at Rosetta Capital, an international venture capital firm, where he managed
a portfolio of over 30 companies in North America and Europe. Before joining Rosetta in 2004, Michael was Business
Development Manager at KS Biomedix and was Investor Relations Manager at Cardiome Pharma. In addition, Michael
has been a board member for several companies and was the Chair of a not-for-profit board. Michael has an MSc in
molecular biology from the University of Toronto (Canada) and an MBA from Imperial College Business School (UK).

• Terry Moore, Managing Director, Moore Venture Partners
Mr. Moore has over 20 years of experience investing, founding, leading, directing, and advising companies. As an
inventor and engineer he developed Spacecraft Thermal Barrier Control Coatings for use on satellites to conduct the
waste heat away from the electronic black boxes. Mr. Moore is the founder and Managing Partner of the MVP VC Funds
™, L.P. (www.moorevp.com) in San Diego, California investing in the next most successful tech and life science
companies at the early, growth, and expansion stages. Mr. Moore founded and is Chairman of The VC Roundtable of
Southern California, a private, invitation‐only networking organization for investors, inventors, and entrepreneurs. Mr.
Moore is also the founder and Chairman of the Annual VC Regatta in San Diego, and may be seen on the CNBC TV
show “Make Me A Millionaire Inventor.” Mr. Moore has an outstanding track record and some of his investments include
Edico Genome, a gene sequencing on semi‐conductor chipset company, Astute Medical, a diagnostics company
developing protein‐based biomarkers for diagnosing life‐threatening conditions, and a specialty pharmaceutical
company called Savara Pharmaceuticals developing innovative pulmonary drugs for treating MRSA lung infections.

• Tom Callaway, Venture Partner, HealthQuest Capital
Tom is a venture partner with HealthQuest, where he leverages his training as a physician, experience in the
diagnostics industry and success as one of the industry’s best management team builders. Tom founded Life
Science Partner, an executive recruiting firm that helped build the leadership teams at some of the world’s
foremost medical device and pharmaceutical companies, as well as many venture-backed companies in the life
science and healthcare sectors. Tom began his career at Roche Molecular, where he developed and implemented
marketing programs around PCR for medical diagnostics, including HIV detection. He then worked inside a
start-up, SyStemix, where he established technology developmental partnerships with major cancer centers and
developed stem cell purifying technologies important for treatment of cancer and genetic illnesses. Tom has been
especially active at promoting the industry across Georgia and the southeast. He is former Chairman of Georgia
Bio, co-founder of the Southeast Medical Device Association and serves on the boards of SEBIO and the Parker
H. Petit Institute for Bioengineering and Bioscience at Georgia Tech.
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10:00 - 10:50 pm
Track 2

track 2 panelists

medtech strategics

• Greg Fleming, Investment Director, ALIAD M
Greg Fleming is an Investment Director within ALIAD, the venture capital entity of Air Liquide. Prior to ALIAD, Greg
was Director of the Air Liquide Corporate R&D Innovation team in Paris. And, prior to this assignment he was Deputy
Director of the Air Liquide Research Center in the US (Delaware Research and Technology Center). Greg has
considerable experience in leading technology teams through development challenges to commercialization.

• Albert Lauritanoe, Director of Business Development, Becton Dickinson
Al Lauritano is a 38 year veteran of the pharmaceutical, biotech and medtech industries. By day, Al is responsible for
establishing external innovation partnerships globally for Becton Dickinson (BD). This means finding and helping
advance the brightest minds and bleeding-edge ideas, capabilities and technologies, by providing mentors, subject
matter expertise and funding, typically within the infrastructure of a formal acceleration or incubation program. While
his title says Strategic Technology Partnerships. Serendipitous would be more appropriate as good ideas and smart
people open doors to new and better opportunities. Working at the very front end of early innovation, Al sees a lot,
evaluates quickly and executes decisively to ensure that BD knows what is coming and where it wants/needs to be.
According to Al, he has the best job in BD. Over the last year, Al established unique innovation partnerships including
the first BD-Microsoft Healthcare Accelerator (Israel), Healthbox Accelerators (Boston, Salt Lake City, Tel Aviv),
Breakout Laboratories Incubator (San Francisco), Medtech Innovator Accelerator (Los Angeles), and the first IBM
AlphaZone Accelerator (Tel Aviv) dedicated to Watson and cognitive computing. Most recently, he established an
external innovation office (BD Disruptive Labs) on the campus of Singularity University (Mountain View, CA) that will be
the base of addressing global grand challenges in healthcare for BD via the creation of new startups.

• Andrew Jay, Investment Partner, Siemens Venture Capital
Dr. Andrew Jay is the Head of the HealthCare Fund at Siemens Venture Capital, which invests globally in imaging and
diagnostic technologies. Since initiating the Fund in late 2002, his team has closed and exited multiple investments
including BioImagene, Sequenom, USystems, and Zonare. Dr. Jay previously was an I.I. ranked medical technology
analyst for Deutsche Bank. He published over 10,000 pages of research on imaging, orthopedics, cardiovascular,
vision, diabetes, diagnostics and neurologic devices. He was instrumental in raising over $2 billion in equity capital,
and bringing over 20 companies public. He was frequently interviewed in the financial press including the Wall Street
Journal, Investors Business Daily, CNN and MSNBC. He has an MBA from the Kellogg School at Northwestern, a DMD
from the University of Pennsylvania and a Bachelor of Science from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Outside of the
office Andrew founded the Massachusetts Oyster Project, a non-profit that has re-introduced water cleansing oysters
into Boston Harbor after an absence of 50 years.

• Bill Welch, Senior Director, Abbott Ventures
Bill has been a member of the Abbott Ventures team since 2010, being responsible for originating and closing
investment and M&A opportunities, as well as portfolio management and finance requirements for the group. Abbott
Ventures is staffed by eight professionals with long and varied experience in investments, operations, and R&D. Bill
brings over 30 years of investment and operational experience to the team. He spent 15 years in banking, the last 5 of
which running ABN AMRO’s and then Rabobank’s Media & Telecom North practices for North America. He then
founded a start up as President and Chief Operating Officer of a food ingredient company that was sold to Cargill. Bill
has a BBA from the University of Miami and an MBA from Loyola University of Chicago.

• Charles Bridges, Vice President, Johnson and Johnson
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Charles R. Bridges, M.D., Sc.D. received an A.B. in Applied Physics and an M.D. from Harvard as well as a Master of
Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and a Doctor of Science in Chemical (Biomedical) Engineering
from M.I.T. He completed residency training at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania. Dr. Bridges is formerly Professor of Surgery, Division of Cardiovascular Surgery at Penn and Chairman,
Department of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery at Carolinas Healthcare System. He is currently Cardiovascular
Therapeutic Area Expert and Vice President of Johnson and Johnson Medical Devices and Professor of Cardiovascular
Surgery at Mount Sinai Medical Center. Dr. Bridges invented molecular cardiac surgery with recirculating delivery, a
cardiac-specific gene delivery platform, and has fourteen issued and pending US patents for inventions in the fields of
cardiovascular devices and systemic gene and cell delivery. He has served as a consultant to the Circulatory System
Devices Panel of the FDA and as a member of the Bioengineering, Technology and Surgical Sciences Study Section of
the NIH and is a member of the Steering Committee for the Gene Therapy Resource Program of the NHLBI. His focus
is on leveraging his background in biotechnology, biomedical engineering and clinical cardiovascular surgery to both
source and drive disruptive innovation in the cardiovascular device space.

11:00 - 11:50 am
Track 2

track 2 panelists

Medical DEVICE INVESTORS
• David Cassak, Managing Partner, Innovation In Medtech M
David Cassak has more than 30 years of experience in the health care industry. Prior to co-founding Innovation In
Medtech, LLC, he served as Vice President, Content and Managing Director, Medical Devices for Elsevier Business
Intelligence, A Reed Elsevier Company, now part of Informa Business Information, where he wrote extensively on the
medical device industry for Windhover’s monthly publications, IN VIVO and START-UP. He is also a frequent speaker
before various companies and industry trade groups. Prior to joining Elsevier, Cassak worked for nearly 20 years at
Windhover Information Inc., a company he founded with his business partner, Roger Longman, which spun out the
publications business of The Wilkerson Group, a leading management consulting firm at the time. Long known for
publishing IN VIVO, widely recognized as the premier provider of business intelligence in the health care industry,
Windhover launched a number of other successful publications, including START-UP: Emerging Medical Ventures, and
The RPM Report: Regulation • Policy • Market Access. In 2004, Windhover acquired Medtech Insight, Inc., which
published the MEDTECH INSIGHT: Medical Technology Market Intelligence newsletter. While at Windhover/EBI,
David also organized and produced numerous conferences around the world, including the Investment in Innovation
(In3) medical device partnering conference series, as well as such pharma-focused conferences as Pharmaceutical
Strategic Alliances, Euro-Biotech and BIO-Windhover.

• Mark Chin, Vice President, Longitude Capital
Mark Chin is a Vice President at Longitude Capital. He works with both the biotechnology and medical technology
teams to identify and assess investment opportunities. Prior to joining Longitude Capital in 2012, Mr. Chin was a
Consultant at the Boston Consulting Group. While at BCG, he worked in the Healthcare practice serving
pharmaceutical and biotechnology clients spanning corporate development, corporate strategy, and sales and
marketing projects. Prior to joining BCG, Mr. Chin worked in Corporate Development at Gilead Sciences and Market
Planning at Genentech. Mr. Chin was also a Manager at Professional Service Solutions, a boutique life sciences
consulting firm, focused on serving biopharmaceutical and private equity clients. Mr. Chin holds an M.B.A. from the
Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania, an M.S. in Biotechnology from the University of
Pennsylvania, and a B.S. in Management Science from the University of California at San Diego.

• Paul Grand, Managing Director, Research Corporation Technologies
Paul Grand has more than twenty-five years experience in venture capital and the founding and management of
early-stage companies in technology and healthcare. He is responsible for sourcing RCT’s investments in medical
devices and representing RCT on the boards of its portfolio companies. Since 1990, Grand has built, operated,
recruited management and raised financing for eight high technology, medical device and biotechnology companies.
Grand is actively involved in programs to encourage innovation and technology commercialization and is a frequent
speaker, moderator and panelist at healthcare conferences. He heads the MedTech Innovator accelerator and
competition, designed to foster transformative innovation that benefits patients and delivers improved value to the
health care system. Grand is on the Oversight Committees for the Coulter Translational Research Partnership Programs
at USC and University of Washington. He has lectured, served as a reviewer for proof of concept and
commercialization-focused funding programs, and mentored students and scientists at numerous universities, including
UCLA, Stanford, USC, UCSF, University of Utah, the Keck Graduate Institute and University of Colorado. Grand served
as an investment advisor to the LARTA NIH Commercialization Assistance Program for SBIR program awardees.

• Randy Barko, President & CEO, Ximedica
Randy has over 35 years experience leading medical technology, manufacturing and engineering organizations towards
global and financial growth. Randy serves as the President & Chief Executive Officer and member of the Board of
Directors at Ximedica, LLC. Mr. Barko is a Board Member of AdvaMed Accel and MassMEDIC. In addition Randy serves
on the Board of Directors of several privately owned companies including Trexel Inc., Wilmington, MA; NED
Biosystems Inc., Washington CT; Parkway Products, LLC, Florence, KY and Harmac Medical Products Inc., Buffalo, NY
and is involved with several private equity and venture capital groups including Nautic Partners, the Pritzker Group,
Long River Ventures and HUB Investment Management Group. Prior to these roles, Randy was Vice President of
Corporate Development at Flextronics (NASDAQ:FLEX) and was Corporate Vice President, Marketing & Business
Development and member of the Board of Directors at Nypro Inc. During his 25 years with Nypro he was responsible
for the business teams in healthcare, electronics, consumer, industrial and packaging that led to steady growth in
annual sales from $40 million to over $1 billion. Randy was also President & CEO of the Nypro Medical Products Group
and Chairman of NP Medical Inc. He held senior management positions at Hallmark Plastics in Buffalo, New York and
Peninsula Plastics in Erie, Pennsylvania prior to joining Nypro.

• Randy Scott, Partner, HealthQuest Capital
Randy is a Partner with HealthQuest Capital. HealthQuest Capital manages a $110M fund, investing capital into
revenue-stage innovative companies in the healthcare field. For HealthQuest’s portfolio, he serves on the Board of
Vestagen and is a Board observer on Trice Medical, First Aid Shot Therapy and Virmedica. Prior to moving into
venture capital, Randy was a successful medtech entrepreneur. He founded NovaMin Technology Inc., grew the
company and remained as CEO through its successful sale to GlaxoSmithKline. Prior to NovaMin, Randy served as
President of USBiomaterials Corp. He began his career at Procter & Gamble and was also part of the early
management team at LensCrafters as it transitioned from start-up to explosive growth. He is a graduate of
Georgia Tech and holds a BS in management science and resides in Gainesville, FL.
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1:00 - 1:50 pm
Track 2

track 2 panelists

consumer health
• Stacy Feld, Senior Director, Consumer Scientific Innovation, Johnson & Johnson Innovation M
Stacy is passionate about accelerating innovation and entrepreneurship in the consumer health ecosystem. For nearly
two decades, Stacy has been a leader in translating innovative science into transformative commercial solutions for the
health consumer. Her experience includes venture capital investing, intellectual property licensing and strategic
partnering, and business strategy and incubation, with deep experience and insights across the life sciences, healthcare,
diagnostics, nutrition and consumer product industries, particularly where such markets are converging and ripe for
disruption. In 2014, Stacy joined Johnson & Johnson Innovation as Senior Director of Consumer Scientific Innovation. In
this role, Stacy leads efforts to establish a high-value innovation portfolio for Johnson & Johnson’s Consumer
Companies. Additionally, Stacy currently serves an advisor to the Springboard Enterprises Life Sciences Council and the
UCSF Clinical and Translational Research Institute T1 Catalyst Program. Prior to joining Johnson & Johnson, Stacy was a
partner at Physic Ventures, a venture capital firm investing in technology-enabled solutions that empower consumers to
improve their health and wellbeing, where she led investment activities in personalized health and diagnostics, including
an investment in T2 Biosystems (NASDAQ: TTOO).

• Garheng Kong, Managing Partner, HealthQuest Capital
Garheng founded HealthQuest Capital (as a Managing Partner at Sofinnova Ventures) in 2013 to pursue opportunities
for investing in fields and locations that he felt were overlooked by many venture and growth investors. A physician
and engineer by training, Garheng has 16 years of experience investing in innovative healthcare companies with a
long list of successes. He currently serves on the boards of portfolio companies Alimera Sciences (ALIM), Castle
Biosciences, Cempra (CEMP), First Aid Shot Therapy, Histogenics (HSGX), Trice Medical, and VirMedica. Some of his
notable past successes include IPO’s with Cempra (CEMP), Alimera (ALIM), Applied Genetic Technology Corp.
(AGTC), Proteon (PRTO), Histogenics (HSGX) and TransEnterix (TRXC). His investments going on to successful M&A
transactions include: Calibra Medical (J&J), Cellective (AstraZeneca), Serenex (Pfizer), Athenix (Bayer), NovaMin (GSK),
Aldagen (Cytomedix), Salveo Specialty Pharmacy (Catamaran) and SARCode (Shire). Each case was an opportunity
where the entrepreneur was “genuine,” the commercial opportunity was clear, and the science was strong. Garheng
continues to look for each of these for HealthQuest’s investments.

• Jessica Hou, Principal, Montreux Equity Partners
Jessica Hou is a Principal at Montreux Equity Partners, a growth capital firm investing in high growth, commercial stage
companies with category leading products, technologies, and services in the health sector. Jessica is actively involved in
Montreux’s investments and serves as a board observer for Colorescience, a consumer aesthetics company. She also
supports a number of Montreux’s portfolio companies, including GC Aesthetics, SI-BONE, moksha8, and Tobira
Therapeutics (NASDAQ: TBRA). Previously, she was at Quaker Partners, a healthcare investment firm, where she evaluated
and executed investments in biopharmaceutical, medical device, diagnostic, healthcare services, and consumer healthcare
companies. Prior to joining Quaker, she was a Managing Consultant at Navigant Consulting, where she conducted
numerous projects in commercial strategy and business development advisory for healthcare clients. Jessica holds an
M.B.A. from Stanford Graduate School of Business and a B.A. in Human Biology and English from Stanford University.

• Patrick Chung, Founding Partner, Xfund
Patrick is a founding partner of Xfund. Prior to joining Xfund full-time, Patrick was a partner at NEA and led the firm’s
consumer and seed investment practices. He is a director of 23andMe, Curalate, Euclid, MeCommerce, Philo, and
Ravel Law, and is actively involved with CrowdMed, Guideline, IFTTT, Landit, Rock Health, Upworthy, and Zumper. Past
investments include Pulse (acquired by LinkedIn), Loopt (acquired by Green Dot), GoodGuide (acquired by
Underwriters Laboratories), Xfire (acquired by Viacom), and Xoom (NASDAQ: XOOM). Prior to joining NEA, Patrick
helped to grow ZEFER, an Internet services firm (acquired by NEC) to more than $100 million in annual revenues and
more than 700 people across six global offices. Prior to ZEFER, Patrick was with McKinsey & Company, where he
specialized in hardware, software, and services companies. Patrick received a joint JD-MBA degree from Harvard
Business School and Harvard Law School, where he served as an Editor of the Harvard Law Review. Patrick was a
Commonwealth Scholar at Oxford University, where he earned a Master of Science degree. Patrick earned his A.B.
degree at Harvard College in Environmental Science.

• Tracy Warren, General Partner, Astarte Ventures
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Tracy Warren serves as general partner of Astarte Ventures, an early stage venture firm focused exclusively on women’s
and children’s health and wellbeing. Prior to founding Astarte, Tracy was a general partner of Battelle Ventures and its
affiliate fund, Innovation Valley Partners, for which she focuses on investments in health & life sciences. Tracy has led
investments in NuPathe, which completed its IPO in 2010 and was subsequently acquired by Teva Pharmaceuticals for
over $140 million. She currently serves as Chairman of BioNano Genomics and on the Board of Micro Interventional
Devices. As an entrepreneur, Ms. Warren co-founded NellOne Therapeutics, a soft-tissue regenerative medicine
company based on the NELL1 gene based on work initiated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory by her co-founder, Dr.
Cymbeline Culiat. As founding CEO, she leads the company’s efforts with respect to strategy, fundraising, business
development and licensing for its equine and human therapies. Having spent over a decade commercializing
technologies from nation’s leading institutions, Tracy serves on the Boards of Children’s Research Institute (CRI) at
Children’s National Medical Center (Washington, DC) and Clemson University Research Foundation, and is a member
of the Business Advisory Council to the Sheikh Zayed Institute for Pediatric Surgical Innovation.

2:00 - 2:50 Pm
Track 2

track 2 panelists

medtech family offices
• Joseph C. Cook, III, Principal & Co-Founder, Mountain Group Capital

M

Mr. Cook is a principal and co-founder of Mountain Group Capital. Prior to his involvement with MGC, Mr. Cook was a
Director, Private Placements in the Investment Banking Group of Robert W. Baird & Co. in Nashville from January 2001
through February 2003. Mr. Cook, as head of Baird’s Private Placement Group, was responsible for the private
placement of equity and debt securities for both private and public companies. During these two years, Mr. Cook
helped originate and led the team executing nine transactions raising almost $400 million. Previously, Mr. Cook was a
Vice President in the Investment Banking Group at J.C. Bradford & Co. in Nashville. He joined Bradford in July 1993 as
a Financial Analyst, working on initial and secondary public equity offerings, public debt offerings, mergers and
acquisitions, and business valuations. Mr. Cook co-founded Diagnovus and sits on the boards of Cerebrotech Medical
Systems, Industrial Ceramic Solutions, Pathfinder Therapeutics and VenX Medical. Via visitation rights, he also actively
participates on the boards of ABT Molecular Imaging, Clearside Biomedical, and OnFocus Healthcare.

• Bryan Grulke, Partner, Volcano Capital
Bryan Grulke is a partner at Volcano Capital, a health care focused multi-strategy family office based in New York City,
where he leads the firm's venture capital investments. Bryan joined the firm in 2010 following his graduation from
Harvard Business School. Over the past 5 years, Volcano Capital invested in over 15 start-ups and has focused
predominately on early and seed stage medical device deals. Bryan is passionate about health care and enjoyed
working on numerous health care projects at both Bain & Company and Philips International's corporate strategy
group prior to attending business school.

• Neda Amidi, Director of Connected Health, Plug and Play Ventures
Neda Amidi is Director of Connected Health at Plug & Play, responsible for sourcing disruptive innovations, helps lead
strategic investments, and partnerships with leading corporations including Johnson & Johnson Innovation. Prior to
Plug & Play, she was at Zamzee; a wearable technology startup for teens, and before that Zong, a mobile payment
startup which was acquired by PayPal for $240M. She received her Bachelor’s degree in Finance at Santa Clara
University.

• Norm Gitis, Founder, Lymo Investments
Norm immigrated to Boston 25 years ago, was a visiting professor at MIT, then was hired by IBM and moved to San
Jose. A few years later, he started a high-tech company making scientific instrumentation and became a Silicon Valley
entrepreneur. After selling his company, he founded a multi-family office, which actively invests in start-ups, both in
California and New England. About half of the investments go into med-tech companies. Norm is an active mentor of
numerous start-up companies, managing partner of the multi-family office, managing director of a consulting
company IP Scientists, and a member of screening committees of several prominent angel associations in Silicon
Valley, including Band of Angels, Life Science Angels, MIT Club Northern CA, US Angel Investors. Norm earned his
PhD in Engineering from the USSR Academy of Sciences and worked as a scientist in Moscow, where he published
three books and numerous scientific articles in mechanical engineering and materials science.

• Wretch Chien, Principal, AME Cloud Ventures
Wretch Chien created wretch.cc, the first and biggest blogging website in Taiwan. He built and led the team serving 6
billion page-views per month before selling the company to Yahoo!. He spent the following 4 years with Yahoo! and
led teams located globally for social and user-generated-content products. Wretch earned his MBA degree from
Stanford. He is now a venture capitalist at Jerry Yang’s investment arm AME Cloud Ventures. His current investment
areas include robotics, IoT, sensors, blockchain, m-health, and bioinformatics.
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3:00 - 3:50 pm
Track 2

track 2 panelists

tales from the road

• Michael Tippie, CEO, TomegaVax M
Michael Tippie is the CEO of TomegaVax, Inc, an Immunotherapy company focused on Infectious Disease and Cancer.
Michael is also an Entrepreneur in Residence at ONAMI, Inc., an investment and economic development group that
has made over 30 grants and investments in early stage companies. Michael has previously been a life science venture
capitalist (Norwest Venture Partners, Medical Innovation Partners, Milk Street Ventures), a senior executive in early
stage life science companies (CNS Response, Avior Therapeutics, LifeSpan BioSciences, StressGen Biotechnologies,
Tacora) and a research chemist in the pharmaceutical industry (Syntex Research). Michael has done strategic alliances
with many pharma companies, as well as raising over $200 MM in equity capital, including two IPO’s to date. Michael
holds an MBA from the Sloan School of Management at MIT, an MS in Chemistry from the University of Washington
with additional graduate work in Proteomics and Genomics as well as a BA in Chemistry from Reed College.

• Kathy Crothall, President & CEO, Aspire Bariatrics
Katherine (Kathy) Crothall, PhD is President and CEO of Aspire Bariatrics, Inc., a commercial stage company
commercializing a novel device to help obese people lose weight. ASPIRE submitted its premarket application to the
FDA in July 2015 and anticipates FDA approval in the first half of 2016. Prior to ASPIRE, Kathy was founder, President,
and CEO of Animas Corporation (NASDAQ:PUMP), which was sold to J&J in 2006 for over $500 million. Prior to
Animas, Kathy founded two other med-tech companies, both of which had successful exits. In addition to her own
companies, Kathy is, or has been, an investor and director in another 10 companies involved in the healthcare arena.

• Rob Hedequist, Senior Vice President Corporate Development, Kineta
Mr. Hedequist brings over 20 years of product launch and pharmaceutical/ biotechnology industry experience to Kineta.
He joined Kineta as SVP Corporate Development in February of 2013. In his role at Kineta and as Chief Development
Officer for KPI Therapeutics, he is responsible for devising and executing strategies to meet the company’s capital
objectives. In the last 2.5 years he and his team have raised over $33M from private investors, angel groups and Family
Offices. Kineta has a unique business model and to date has not sought venture back funding. He has held numerous
leadership roles within the commercial sales and marketing organizations of Fortune 100 pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies. Prior to his career in the pharmaceutical industry, Mr. Hedequist had a stellar career in the
United States Marine Corps rising from platoon commander to Major and Commanding Officer Fleet Anti-Terrorism
Security Company Pacific and is a Desert Shield veteran. A former collegiate athlete, he was a member of the 1979
PAC10 Championship football team and graduated from the University of Southern California with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Public Affairs.

• Ron Zook, CEO, Swan Valley Medical
Mr. Zook is a serial entrepreneur with over 35 years of experience in the development of emerging growth
technology-based companies. Mr. Zook’s entrepreneurial experience includes the founding of five successful
companies that have become industry technology leaders. Mr. Zook has developed an extensive IP portfolio
represented by over 30 U.S. and international patents. As the CEO of over 7 different companies, including a
“turn-around”, Mr. Zook has developed significant operating and M&A experience in diverse markets including
medical device, biomedical, health information systems, telecommunications, instrumentation, and information
technology. Mr. Zook’s background includes extensive experience in financing transactions including; private
placements, mergers and acquisitions, licensing, investment fund management, and investment banking, including the
management of a large U.S. strategic bio-medical acquisitions fund for a multi-billion dollar foreign corporation. Mr.
Zook is the managing partner and founder of Swan Capital, LLC, a Family Office ventures investment fund specializing
in early stage private placement financings and M&A transactions in the biomedical industry. Mr. Zook is a co-Founder
and currently serving as the President & CEO of Swan Valley Medical, Incorporated, where he has raised over $14
million in equity funding, with an additional $10 million being placed currently.

• Ross Youngs, Founder & Acting CEO, BioSortia
Mr. Youngs has over 30 years of inventing products, technologies and processes for a variety of industries. Mr. Youngs
holds over 75 patents worldwide and is driven to innovate by a focus on better, faster and less expensive. Recent major
innovations have included an R&D 100 Award for collaboration on biopolymer technologies. In 2009, the Company
was awarded a $6 million ARPA-E (U.S. Dept. of Energy R&D) grant for its algal harvesting technology which helped
lead to the development of Biosortia’s drug discovery platform. In 1998, Mr. Youngs was awarded the Ernst & Young
Ohio Entrepreneur of the Year award and the U.S. Small Business Administration honored Mr. Youngs as their national
“Business Person of the Year” in a presentation made by Vice President Al Gore.
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4:00 - 4:50 Pm
Track 2

track 2 panelists

healthcare it investors
• Anne DeGheest, Founder & Managing Director, HealthTech Capital M
Anne DeGheest is a pioneer entrepreneur, angel investor and mentor capitalist specializing in early-stage HealthTech
start-ups. She founded MedStars Ventures Partners and HealthTech Capital, a new ecosystem between private angel
investors, venture capitalists and industry to fund and mentor new "HealthTech" companies that empower patients
and decrease healthcare cost. She organizes and moderates the HealthTech Conference in October on how to build
new HealthTech Companies. She was an EIR with Canaan Partners and IVP. The life science companies for which she
has been a founder or an early advisor have become established leader of new market categories including Pyxis,
Aspect Medical, VISX, Thermage, VISICU, Masimo, Nellcor and OmniCell. She has an MBA from Harvard and a Master
in Business Engineering from University of Brussels.

• Janhvi Patel, Business Development Manager, IBM Watson Ecosystem
Janhvi is a Business Development Manager with the Watson Ecosystem, focused on Health and Life Sciences
partnership development. In her current role she is responsible for developing a network of partnerships in health and
life sciences consisting of entrepreneurs & established companies who will build their applications on a foundation of
cognitive computing. Prior to Watson, Janhvi was a Management Consultant, focused on healthcare commercial
strategy, business model transformation and operations improvement. She also worked at Merck in sales and
marketing.

• Joel Krikston, Managing Director, Merck Global Health Innovation Fund
Joel Krikston is a Managing Director with Merck’s Global Health Innovation Fund, LLC (“GHI”). Joel is focused on
identifying new investment opportunities in Health Information Technology and Technology Enabled Solutions with an
emphasis on Clinical Awareness, Accountable Care Solutions and Population Health. Joel currently serves on the
Boards of CareSync, MedCPU, Aventura, and PatientSafe Solutions and is a Board Observer at Electrocore, LLC. Joel
also serves as GHI’s representative to the New York Digital Health Accelerator, Health Tech Capital and ICEX. Mr.
Krikston has over 20 years of experience in healthcare innovation. Prior to joining Merck GHI in 2013, he was an
Investment Principal at Johnson & Johnson Development Corporation, leading the group’s efforts in healthcare
technology and diagnostics while also supporting medical devices and pharmaceuticals. He has previously served on
the Boards of GetWell Network (acquired by Welsh Carson in 2012) and Imacor. During Mr. Krikston’s seven years with
J&J, he served in a range of business development roles at both the corporate and operating company level focused
on the identification, formation, development and launch of new businesses in emergent healthcare segments.

• Lucian Iancovici, Investment Manager, Qualcomm Life Fund
Lucian is an Investment Manager at Qualcomm Ventures, who makes investments through Qualcomm’s Life Fund. His
background and experience in medicine lead him to believe that this is a transformative period in the healthcare
space, especially given the renewed interest in performance and cost metrics prevalent today. In this context, Lucian is
focused on wireless healthcare opportunities. Previously, Lucian worked at McKinsey & Company, where he spent
most of his time in the North American healthcare practice advising on clinical and business model transformation for
large hospital systems. Prior to McKinsey, Lucian was a board certified internal medicine doctor practicing in New
York. Lucian trained in internal medicine at Columbia University Medical Center in New York and completed both
medical school and his undergraduate studies at Tufts University.

• Rich Simoni, Partner, Asset Management Ventures
Rich joined Asset Management Ventures in 2002. He combines a deep technical background with extensive
operational business experience. Over the past 20 years he has been involved with numerous start-up companies, in
both management and consulting roles. Prior to joining the firm, he co-founded Talkway Communications, a provider
of Internet video services such as video email to major providers including AT&T and British Telecom. Two of his
academic publications were chosen for inclusion in the 25-year retrospective of the International Symposium on
Computer Architecture, the premier conference in the computer architecture field. He is an expert in distributed
computing, performance measurement and optimization, scalable computing, Internet protocols and architectures,
digital audio and video, and wireless computing. Rich has a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University,
where he held a Fellowship from the National Science Foundation. Rich also has master’s and bachelor’s degrees in
Electrical Engineering from Stanford and Rice University.
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early stage ENTREPRENEUR workshops
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8:50 AM

Fundraising
boot camp
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Non-Dilutive
Funding
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LIFE SCIENCE
NATION

• Danielle Silva, VP of Business Development

Connecting Products, Services & Capital

• Ayal Ronen, Vice President

Realities of translating
med-tech innovation
into commercial success

• Ross Meisner, Managing Partner

• Byron Kalogerou, Partner, Boston

11:00 AM
11:50 AM

Crowdfunding
& Reg A+

1:00 PM
1:50 PM

How to Value
Your Startup

3:00 PM
3:50 PM

boston
innovation capital

4:00 PM
4:50 PM

branding &
messaging

• Eric Orsic, Partner, Chicago
• Gordon Ruckdeschel, Vice President
• Margaret Chou, Assistant Vice President

• Patrik Frei, Founder & CEO

• Colin Widen, CEO

LIFE SCIENCE
NATION
Connecting Products, Services & Capital

• Dennis Ford, Founder & CEO

early stage ENTREPRENEUR workshops

presenters

• Danielle Silva, VP of Business Development, Life Science Naiton
Danielle is a founding partner of Life Science Nation and helps companies developing therapeutics, medical devices
develop their outbound marketing campaign and identify fundraising partners.
Previously, Danielle was a marketer for a multi-family office with over $4 billion in assets under management. Danielle
first started her career as a research analyst at Brighton House Associates, assisting fund managers in the hedge fund,
private equity, and venture capital space raise money via institutional alternative investors. Danielle has been quoted in
a variety of publications in the alternative investment space including the Wall Street Journal, the Financial Times, and
Jim Cramer’s “The Street”. Danielle received her Bachelor’s degree in Economics and Policy Studies from the Maxwell
School at Syracuse University.

• Ayal Ronen, Vice President, FreeMind Group
For the past few years Mr. Ayal Ronen has been a leading figure in FreeMind’s professional department, managing
complex projects for many of FMG’s clients and in diverse scientific fields. Through his extraordinary work Mr. Ronen
has led efforts on the client management front and was a key contributor to FMG’s impressive retention rate with
existing clients. During this time he was personally involved in submitting numerous grants utilizing the full spectrum
of NIH mechanisms, thus gaining valuable non-dilutive funding expertise, both from a strategic vantage point and a
hands-on approach.
Mr. Ronen was named Vice President of Marketing and Sales for FreeMind. He holds a M.Sc. in Neurobiology from the
Weizmann Institute of Science, where he was awarded the Dean’s prize for excellence based on scientific and
academic merit. Mr. Ronen also holds an MBA from the Recanati School of Business, Tel Aviv University.

• Ross Meisner, Managing Partner, Dymedex Consulting
Ross has 26 years of experience building high technology companies. In 2008 he co-founded Dymedex Consulting to
become the thought leader for understanding medical market dynamics. He has also co-founded and held leadership
positions at four other start-ups and two international joint ventures. His experience spans medical technology,
management consulting, internet financial services, and the semiconductor industry. Prior to Dymedex, Ross was
Director of Global Market Development at Medtronic, implementing new market assessment methods to consistently
identify untapped growth opportunities across geographies. Ross has led the analysis of diverse med-tech products in
dozens of different disease states in numerous global geographies. Earlier Ross was in A.T. Kearney’s high-technology
consulting practice in Santa Clara, focusing on acquisition, divestment, and growth strategies. He has also lived in Japan
for 3 years to help manage a high-tech joint venture. Ross holds a BS in Electrical Engineering, and an MBA from the
MIT Sloan School of Management.

• Byron Kalogerou, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, Boston
Byron S. Kalogerou is the Chair of the Firm’s Life Science Industry Group and head of the Boston Corporate Advisory
Practice Group. Byron focuses his practice on domestic and cross border mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance
and joint ventures and alliances. He has substantial on the ground experience in structuring mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures and joint ventures on six continents. Byron has extensive industry background in the medical device, fire
and security, energy, telecom and industrial sectors. Before his move back to private practice, Byron spent 17 years
in-house, including 14 years at Tyco International, where he served in a variety of roles including as general counsel of
its fire and security business, its telecommunications business and as general counsel of its international legal
department, a function he created. He has handled hundreds of M&A transactions. These include Tyco's most
significant transactions, including the $12 billion acquisition of AMP Inc., the $850 million purchase of AT&T Submarine
Systems, and the $2.2 billion initial public offering of TyCom Ltd. In addition, he handled many of Tyco’s medical device
company acquisitions.

• Eric Orsic, Partner, McDermott Will & Emery, Chicago
Eric Orsic is a partner in the law firm of McDermott Will & Emery LLP and is based in the Firm’s Chicago office. Eric
focuses his practice in the areas of mergers and acquisitions, and securities transactions and compliance. Eric works
with both public and privately-held companies to structure and negotiate business acquisitions/dispositions. His public
company transactional experience includes public equity and debt offerings, tender offers and going-private
transactions. Eric also serves as outside securities counsel to several public companies and advises on SEC compliance
matters, including periodic reporting requirements and disclosure issues. In addition, Eric works with both public and
private companies in the design and structuring of executive compensation programs, including stock and stock-based
compensation plans. Eric is a frequent writer and speaker on corporate and securities law matters. His publications
include “Federal Securities Laws Considerations for Equity Compensation Plans,” Selected Issues in Equity
Compensation, 11th ed., published by the National Center for Employee Ownership.
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early stage ENTREPRENEUR workshops

presenters

• Gordon Ruckdeschel, Vice President, Operations, Vintage
Gordon Ruckdeschel has more than 20 years of experience in the EDGAR/financial services and mutual fund industries.
He currently manages Operations for Vintage (a division of PR Newswire). Vintage offers full service EDGAR, XBRL,
typesetting and print capabilities across three practice areas (Capital Markets, Corporate Services and Funds &
Institutional Services). Previously Gordon headed up Vintage’s Investment Management, Securitization and Structured
Finance account team. Prior to that Gordon was Vice President of Marketing Technology in JP Morgan’s Funds and
Financial Intermediaries division.

• Margaret Chou, Assistant Vice President, OTC Markets Group
Maggie Chou is Assistant Vice President of Corporate Services at OTC Markets Group Inc. (OTCQX: OTCM). In this
role, she manages new product developments and broker-dealer relationships for financial institutions and provides
guidance to growth, venture stage companies looking to access the capital markets. Maggie started her career at
OTC Markets in 2008 as an analyst covering depository receipts and international issuers trading off-exchange. Prior
to her current role, Maggie was a compensation analyst at LivingSocial and an associate at JPMorgan Chase & Co. in
its Card Services division. Maggie is a graduate of Cornell University, holding a Bachelor of Science degree in
Industrial and Labor Relations and minors in Economics and French Studies.

• Patrik Frei, Founder & CEO, Venture Valuation AG, Switzerland
Patrik graduated from the Business University of St. Gallen and completed his Ph.D thesis (“Assessment and valuation of
high growth companies”) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, EPFL Lausanne. Prior to forming Venture
Valuation, Patrik was CFO of a logistic company and worked for several international corporations including LeCroy
(Geneva, New York), Hans Merensky Holding (South Africa) and Swatch Group – EM Microelectronic (Marin). Patrik was a
board member and one of the original founders of Ineo, a holding company of the Swiss dental implant VC-backed firm
Thommen Medical. He is also the Chairman of Ophthalmopharma, a Swiss based biotech ophthalmology company,
where he successfully out-licensed a portfolio of 4 products. Patrik’s articles have been published in a number of
scientific journals including “Nature Biotechnology”, “Chimia” and other business publications (“Starting a Business in
the Life Sciences: From Idea to Market” and “Building Biotechnology: Starting, Managing, and Understanding
Biotechnology Companies”). He has also lectured at Seoul National University, South Korea, EPFL Lausanne, University
of St. Gallen and gives regular workshops on valuation.

• Colin Widen, CEO, Boston Innovation Capital
Colin Widen is a seasoned executive with 25 years of sales, trading and portfolio management experience in major
investment banks. In 2001, Colin left the institutional world and founded W.A.M. Asset Management, a private equity
fund of funds that focused on SBIC private equity funds. After selling the firm to a larger fund of funds, Colin joined
Deutsche Bank where he led a team providing consulting services about alternative asset allocation strategies to family
offices and smaller endowments and foundations. Colin is a registered representative with StillPoint Capital and holds
Series 7, 24, 63 and 82 registrations. His specialties include reconstructing hedge fund portfolios and analyzing private
equity holdings.

• Dennis Ford, Founder & CEO, Life Science Naiton
Dennis Ford is an entrepreneur and author with expertise in sales, marketing, and business development. He has spent
most of his career launching new companies. Over the last decade, he has worked extensively with global alternative
investors interested in high-growth early-stage technologies. His expertise encompasses using database subscription
services to create business solutions and using the Internet to create an interactive dialog between buyers and sellers.
He is a big proponent of using profiling and matching technology to find that all-important business fit in the marketing
and selling process. Before LSN, Dennis was the President and CEO of Brighton House Associates (BHA). BHA was
launched in order to improve the way hedge fund and private equity fund managers raised capital and marketed their
funds to investors. Ford is the author of The Peddler’s Prerogative and The Fund Manager’s Marketing Manifesto, two
well-received sales and marketing books. His latest book is The Life Science Executive’s Fundraising Manifesto. Ford
teaches Entrepreneurship Sales & Marketing to undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Massachusetts
Boston.
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track 4

partnering forum

- Crystal Ballroom -

11th floor
RESI San Francisco 2016 Investor Breakdown
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Private Equity

39%
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Investors

Family Office/Private Wealth
Endowments/Foundations

12%

Angel

ACROSS 10 CATEGORIES

Large Pharma/Medtech
12%

Corporate Venture Capital

11%

Venture Capital

Who Meets with Whom at RESI San Francisco 2016
69%

Investor & Startup
14%

Startup & Service Provider

dYNAMIC
pARTNERING FOrUM
based on fit

9%

Investor & Investor
Investor & Service Provider

4%

Startup & Startup

3%

Service Provider & Service Provider

1%

As of Jan. 5, 2016

RESI provides a partnering forum for all stakeholders in the early stage
life science world to reach out to others and build the relationships that
will carry new technologies towards commercialization.
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SPONSORS
JLABS, part of Johnson & Johnson Innovation, LLC, is a network of life science incubators providing emerging
companies many of the advantages of being in a big company, without the capital investment. JLABS offers singular
bench tops, modular wet lab units and office space on a short-term basis, allowing companies to pay only for the space
they need, with an option to quickly expand when they have the resources to do so. Companies residing at JLABS also
have access to core research labs hosting specialized capital equipment and shared administrative areas.

Life Science Nation (LSN) accelerates fundraising using its matching platform to create highly compatible
relationships between early stage scientists/ entrepreneurs and emerging technology investors. LSN researches and
curates market intelligence on two industry sectors. The first is emerging biotech and medtech companies, which by
their ephemeral nature are challenging to find and track. Second, LSN tracks ten categories of early stage life science
investors and identifies who is filling the void left by venture capital. LSN owns and operates the Redefining Early
Stage Investments (RESI) conference series, which brings together global early stage biotech and medtech companies
with early stage investors.

McDermott Will & Emery is a premier international law firm with a diversified business practice. Established in 1934 as
a tax practice in Chicago, Illinois, we have offices in Boston, Brussels, Chicago, Dallas, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Houston,
London, Los Angeles, Miami, Milan, Munich, New York, Orange County, Paris, Rome, Seoul, Silicon Valley and
Washington, D.C. McDermott has 80 years of serving a broad range of client interests. Our Life Sciences Industry
Group is composed of 135 professionals, 60 with advanced science degrees and many others with government and
industry experience, working across 19 offices around the world. With insights drawn from the only health practice
ranked Tier 1 nationally by Chambers USA and our global reach, we deliver integrated business solutions to our
clients, bringing the required experience from our leading tax, health, intellectual property, antitrust and regulatory
practices to solve our client’s challenges.

Dymedex Consulting is dedicated to the development and application of thought-leading market Dymedex
Consulting is dedicated to the development and application of thought-leading market development concepts and
tools. We provide a rigorous, measurement-based approach proven to accelerate adoption by uncovering the most
effective path to ‘standard of care.’ Our tools help unlock medical technology revenue growth for new ventures and
established market leaders.

Morley Research Consortium (MRC) is a full service Contract Research Organization working primarily with early to
mid-stage medical device and biotech/pharma companies on Phase I to Post-Market clinical trials. MRC offers
companies currently seeking investment opportunities from funding sources no-cost preliminary evaluations on
budgets and timelines needed for commercialization. MRC works with our extensive network of domestic and
international clinical sites in over twenty four disciplines to ensure compliant, cost-effective, and timely studies.
Positioned as a leader in clinical trials for early and mid-stage companies, MRC conducts clinical trials that satisfy all
FDA requirements. When looking for a partner in all regulatory and clinical trial work, look no further than MRC.

Genome Canada is a not-for-profit organization that aims to harness the transformative power of genomics for the
benefit of all Canadians. We connect ideas and people across public and private sectors to find new uses for
genomics, invest in large-scale science and technology to fuel innovation, and translate discoveries into solutions
across key sectors of national importance, including health, agriculture, forestry, fisheries & aquaculture, energy,
mining, and the environment.

Created in 1979 by the healthcare technology industry, Medmarc’s purpose is to be the superior provider of liability
insurance and related risk management solutions and to support the development, testing and delivery of products
that save lives and improve the quality of life. Through our strategic alliances with The Hartford and clinical trial
industry experts, we offer tailored insurance protection specifically designed for the broad spectrum of needs of the
medical technology and life sciences industry. From ideas and prototypes to the reality of commercialization and
success – We can Meet Your Changing Needs.
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General information

PARKING OPTIONS
Preferred Parking:

Olympic Parking Garage
665 Sutter Street
415-359-1626

wifi
Network: MMC BALLROOM WIFI
Password: MMA1946!

Other Parking Options Near the Venue:
Downtown Garage - Corner of Mason/O’Farrell
Sutter/Stockton Garage - 330 Sutter Street

COAT RACKS

Propark Garage - 520 Mason Street
Coat racks are available in the 10th and the
11th floor for coats and jackets.

AIRPORT TRANSPORTATION
Airport Express:
415-775-5121
www.airportexpressSF.COM
Available 5am—10pm
Super Shuttle:
800-258-3826
www.supershuttle.com
Available 24 hours
Lorrie’s Shuttle:
415-334-9000
www.gosfovan.com

LUGGAGE STORAGE
Complimentary luggage storage for all
in-house guests is available at the bell desk
located in the lobby.

RESTROOM LOCATIONS
Restroom locations are as follows:

Public TRANSPORTATION
Bay Area Rapid Transit (Bart)

• 2nd Floor Theatre - Same Floor
• 3rd Floor Boardroom - 2nd Floor
• 10th Floor Function Rooms - 10 M
(Stairway and elevator access are available）
• 11th Floor Function Rooms - Same Floor

www.bart.gov
Please be advised that the closest station to the
venue is the Powell Street Station.
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency:
www.sfmta.com
Bus System for the City of San Francisco
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Genomics at work
for Canadians
At Genome Canada, we are
proud to invest in research that
improves lives, while creating
jobs and growth in Canada.

Xagenic is a perfect example. The Torontobased start-up is meeting an unmet need in
the healthcare system. They are developing a
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better, faster treatment to cancer and infectious
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R&D and manufacturing, Xagenic is poised for
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Shana Kelley,
Founder of
Xagenic and
Graham Jack,
the company’s
VP Research

Genome Canada’s early technology development
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application – for our health, for our economy.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR IDENTIFYING CAPITAL IN THE BIOTECH AND MEDTECH ARENAS

by Dennis Ford

Large Pharma and Biotech Companies

Corporate Venture

Private Equity and Hedge Funds
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Foundations

Venture Philanthropy
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Angels
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2016
The RESI Conference Series offers fundraising CEOs an opportunity to meet early
stage investors that are a fit for their sector four times every year.

Use the discount code LSNRESI2016 for $100 off of your RESI 2016 registration.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
JANUARY 12, 2016

Houston, tx
april 11, 2016

TORONTO, ON
june 23, 2016

BOSTON, MA
SEPTEMBER 13, 2016

